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WHERE EXPERIENCE COUNTS

Words from the IACDS President

The future is the right people

Dear Readers
Here we are again approaching the end of another year at the speed of a
locomotive. The overall business in the sectors PDi covers can be described
as satisfactory. Europe is mostly fine, especially in the north and central regions, except France and the east to some extent. South is still difficult, with
the exception of Switzerland. The US market is doing well and increasing.
A possible reason for the rise could be the approaching 45th presidential
election. Canada and Mexico are fine, which is also the case for a number
of the South American countries, except Brazil and Argentina.
The Australasian region should be considered as fair. China and the
countries directly connected are limping along, while Korea and Japan are
improving. The Middle East is picking up with increasing speed. Africa as a
whole looks promising, particularly the southern and the northern regions.
French speaking markets are growing, which is beneficial for foreign suppliers
with a long tradition of presence in those countries.
There is also quite an intensive and interesting six months ahead. The
World of Concrete show is coming up at the beginning of February and the
number of companies already booked to exhibit is impressive. And the same
is for the Bauma show in April. However, Bauma is already fully booked and
has an extensive waiting list of companies wanting to exhibit.
At the WOC and Bauma exhibitions PDi and PDa magazines are making their largest ever investments in booths and other activities. At WOC
we will have our usual indoor booth in the Central Hall, but also a booth
in the Silver Lot outdoor exhibition and demonstration area. PDi and PDa
magazines will be distributed and available for collection by visitors. We will
exhibit as usual at Bauma and in the same location in Hall A1. This time
we have invested more in the design and layout of our booth to promote
and clearly expose the PDi and PDa brands. We welcome all our readers to
visit us at these shows.
As usual this issue of PDi includes many interesting stories and features.
The biggest feature is the annual concrete floor grinding and polishing with
news from manufacturers and contractors all over the world. Another interesting feature is our special on new floor and road saws. We are also publishing
reviews of the Italian show Ecomondo and Bauma Africa.
The next and last issue of PDi for this year will reach readers at the
beginning of January and will also be the one for WOC. I would like to
take this opportunity to thank you all for your continued support this year
and for contributing your interesting stories and please continue to do so.
I wish you all happy holidays at the end of December.

In the UK, we came out of the recession
some time ago, but its affects are still
being felt and while our economy continues to grow, I am still not convinced
that we have recovered.
I am not a facts and figures person
and while gross domestic product and
other indicators might be telling everyone that business is doing better than
ever, I know that there are still barriers
in the way of my company’s growth and
I know it is the same the world over.
The issue I come back to time and
again, is people. Without people coming
into our industry, staying in it, improving it and moving it forward, what
future is there?
Those of you who know me well
know that I am an upbeat, positive
person and I am always happy to shout
from the rooftops about how great our
industry is, but that does not mean turning a blind eye when there is an issue as
big as this facing us. For me, it is easier to
talk about the situation in the UK but I
would love to hear from you if you think
I am wrong or if the way other countries
are bringing people through is any better.
The reason I mentioned the recession was not to look back at the doom
and gloom, but to go back to the beginning of this skills crisis in our industry.
Many will say that it began well before
that, and they are probably correct, but,
for me, that was when we lost a great deal
of skilled people in our industry who
were never to return.
Construction, and all its specialisms, should be booming right now here
in the UK, but it is being held back by
the fact that so many skills disappeared
and we have not managed to replace
them. I have spoken to other people
within diamond drilling in the UK and
they say that one of the big problems
is not getting enough people into the
industry from an early age.
Of course, we can do our bit, we
can sell what we do as a great career and
show the pathways on offer for those
willing to work hard and learn. But we
also need those who are dealing with our
young people on a daily basis not to see
this as a second-rate industry, that they
understand that the world will grind to

Photo: Vito Gogola.

Steam away
towards better future

Jan Hermansson
Editor-in-Chief
jan.hermansson@pdworld.com
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a halt if we do not hang on to the skills
and expertise that construction and our
specialism require.
I don’t know the picture overseas,
but in the UK, schools are no longer
required to have a careers adviser so I
am not sure how a youngster is presented
with the necessary information to make
an informed choice about the career
path they are going to take. I would
love to know what others do and how
other countries go about it because I
would like to be in a position where I
can inform Government about a good
system abroad that we could clone and
use in the UK.
I was also alarmed to hear of a main
contractor refusing to allow a 17-yearold apprentice onto a site for health and
safety reasons who had gone to assist a
trained operative. This at a time when
we want young people to see diamond
drilling as a good career choice.
I don’t have all the answers, far from
it and I would be delighted to hear from
other companies across the world on
how they recruit and if there are any
Government or industry programmes
that they tap into.
Personally, I don’t think we want to
re-invent the wheel, so if there are solutions out there that we can try, I would
be more than happy to collate the ideas
and try to bring them forward.
Please contact me if you have any
thoughts on the vision for the future at
juliewhite@d-drill.co.uk
Julie White, President of IACDS

New Dates & Venue

25-26 August, 2016
São Paulo Exhibition & Conference Centre
In partnership with:
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Methods • ...and a lot more
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EDA
Words from the EDA President

The EDA Industry Report 2015
The European Demolition Association
has finalized its detailed report for almost all the active European demolition
markets. The data in the report has been
collected and put together by the EDA
and produced and edited by RABUSO,
Association Management Company. The
price for the publication is €200 and can
be requested on the link: http://www.
europeandemolition.org/industryreport
One of those from the association
involved with the report is Deutscher Abbruchverband, the German Demolition
Association, managing director Andreas
Pocha, who shares some of his views of
the work with the report.
The background for the report was
that the European demolition industry
lacked solid data from its branch and
statistics of demolition industry’s trends,
mainly concerning how it actually functions for contractors. The data from the
construction sector might not be directly
applicable, as a similar trend to the demolition industry, as both markets are often
following different timelines.
Therefore the EDA board, through
the EDA Statistics Working group, decided to produce a market report for the
demolition industry. This report was based
on surveying the contractors focusing
on national associations and some other
countries. Furthermore, the EDA would
like to create a reference methodology
and documentation to analyse the market
trends of each country and the overall
development of the industry in Europe.
This was endeavoured to close the
data gap and to help the demolition
industry to gain proper recognition by
means of such data in the building industry and public acceptance more than ever.
”This little demolition can be done by
anyone” is such a common prejudice, with
which the demolition industry had to live
with for decades. This prejudice belongs
to the past as the demolition industry,
and the technology of demolition, have
fundamentally changed in the last 25 years.
Due to changes in the legal regulations and social conditions, the industry
has had to respond to manifold requirements. Producers of construction machinery and of add-on parts manufacturers have complied with the demands of
the industry, so that currently the technology of demolition is very high-tech.
Due to this, quality demands have risen
severely for demolition professionals.
With constant growing and changing
legal and social conditions, the quality,
safety and environmental requirements
for the companies increase. The number
and importance of the applicable safety
regulations during demolition are higher
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than in the construction of buildings.
Currently the demolition industry is
an economic sector with high technical
and business standards. Slowly, the general public is becoming more conscious
and able to realise that demolition work
requires a high level of quality in the
implementation, as well as during the
planning and tendering.
The EDA’s directly or indirectly affiliated national associations’ demolition
companies have the expertise, the welltrained staff and machine and equipment
park, always up to date.
With the participation of 266 demolition contractors from 16 countries
this is a representative statistical study
of the European demolition industry,
something done for the very first time.
The EDA thanks all those who participated in the survey and answered the
questions. We sincerely hope this study
is well received.
Pilar de la Cruz
President of the European
Demolition Association
About EDA
The EDA was founded in 1978 and is the leading platform for national demolition associations, demolition
contractors and suppliers. The EDA has a strong focus
on developments in Europe, which are of interest to the
demolition industry.

info@europeandemolition.org
www.europeandemolition.org

Chicago Pneumatic appoints dealer
Chicago Pneumatic has appointed Freeman
Plant Sales as an authorised distributor of
construction tools and portable energy equipment in South East England.
Freeman Plant Sales is based in South
Godstone, Surrey, selling new and used
construction machinery to contractors operating across Kent, Surrey, South London
and West and East Sussex. As part of its new
distribution agreement, Freeman Plant Sales
has access to the complete portfolio of CP
construction equipment solutions, including
handheld pneumatic and hydraulic tools,

light compaction and concrete equipment,
rig-mounted breakers, portable compressors
and generators.
“Chicago Pneumatic is well-known
for providing reliable construction equipment at competitive prices,” said Freeman
Plant Sales managing director Paul Freeman. “From my previous experience, this
has proved especially valuable with the
increased demand for construction tools in
recent years, which is why we saw it as a
great opportunity to partner with Chicago
Pneumatic at this time.”

HITACHI’S OEM AGREEMENT WITH MECALAC
Hitachi Construction Machinery (Europe) has
entered into an OEM agreement with Mecalac
Baumaschinen covering the manufacture of
compact articulated wheel loaders complying
with EU emissions stage III B by Mecalac at its
factory in Büdelsdorf, Germany.
“HCME is continuously striving to offer
the most reliable solution to our existing
and prospective customers across all of our
European territories,” said HCME president
and chief executive Moriaki Kadoya. “This will
provide Hitachi customers with the best technology in this market sector in combination
with the consistently high level of after-sales
support supplied by HCME’s dealer network.”

Three new models ZW65-6, ZW75-6
and ZW95-6, ranging from 4.9t to 5.4t, are
included within the agreement. They will be
sold under the Hitachi brand in its distinctive
orange colour through HCME’s authorised
dealer network.
“This range of articulated wheel loaders
has been continuously updated and offers
the best design on the market,” said Mecalac
Group president and chief executive Henri
Marchetta. “For Mecalac, this cooperation
with HCME recognises the technical level of
these products, an emphasis on the environment and operator safety, and the overall
quality of our production capabilities.”

Pilar de la Cruz, EDA President, VD
Voladuras Demoliciones y Desguaces
SA, Spain
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Hyundai starts on new European headquarters
Hyundai Heavy Industries Europe has started
on the construction of its new €30M headquarters in Tessenderlo, Belgium. The new
complex comprises a three-storey, 5,400m2

office building, a 13,000m2 warehouse, a
European training facility, an event hall and
a showroom. The construction is scheduled
for completion by the end of 2016.

Changes at Trevi Benne

Logos are a key component in corporate
communications. The symbol which is used
everywhere is an easy way to remind others
of your company and if done right, it can
affect its success.
Changing or altering a brand’s identity is
a key step within a greater strategy of revitalizing the company’s image. This is why Trevi
Benne, an Italian company from Vicenza and
leader in attachments, has decided to break
with the past and revive its brand completely.
“The desire to change and the design process of the new identity began two years ago,”
said marketing manager Christian Tadiotta.
“The basic idea was to remain recognisable,
but at the same time adapt to new marketing
trends in order to increase the appeal of our
product. It is not simply about renewing the
brand but rather a real transformation of the
company in terms of objectives, its message
and culture. It’s a sign of maturity, of positivity,
of the desire to reposition ourselves in the
market and that we are working towards the
future. And as with all changes, a good dose
of courage, awareness and strategic ability is
required. This is the third time that Trevi Benne
has changed its identity since 1992: changes
that over the years have not affected the
values which have always distinguished us:
passion for our work, inexhaustible energy
and satisfying customers who relies on us.”

10 years for
dsb innocrush
Hartl forms North American subsidiary
Hartl Engineering and Marketing has formed
Hartl Crusher North America, based in Henderson, Nevada.
The new US company is a 100% subsidiary of the Austrian based mobile crushing
and screening equipment manufacturer Hartl
Crusher. It is the result of intensive marketing
and customer research over the past few years
in North America to enable Hartl to invest in
their beliefs of achieving their goals and to
create a long-term success in one of the most
important world markets. The company will
support and service existing and new customers and dealers in the US and Canada. Hartl’s
mission is to offer the best market products
through a selected dealer network, backed
up through professional factory support. A
central spare parts depot, training centre and
demonstration area will be created to provide

a base for long-term support and success of
the Hartl crusher range.
“The Hartl history in the US goes back to
the 1980s when my father Franz and his brother
Adolf Hartl started to market their skid, wheel
and later track mounted crushers along with
their screeners and recycling plants,” said Hartl
Crusher North America vice president Martin
Hartl. “As the industry’s first Austrian exhibitor,
they were already offering mobile crushing and
screening solutions at the Conexpo/Chicago in
1981. It is therefore a great honour and unique
challenge for me to introduce our latest development of the Hartl bucket crushers and screeners
to the North American market. I definitely look
forward to building and strengthening our longterm relationship with customers and dealers in
this great industry and market. The success for
all of us through this relationship is my goal.”

The Austrian manufacturer of mobile crushing and screening equipment dsb innocrush
is celebrating its 10th anniversary.
“In the beginning it was not easy to
gain ground,” said dsb Maschinenbau
general manager Dieter Durstmueller. “In
the course of time we succeeded with much
input, engagement, continuity and best
know how and convinced our customers of
our equipment. Our philosophy is to build
simple, compact machines, to be always
near our customers, to offer best service
and highest output. We’ve done that and
are proud of it.”
The company’s initial focus was on impact crushers, but has since expanded into
jaw crushers and the patented innodrive
and the new innoscreen 2. This screen
for oversized grain with return belt, has a
screen size of 1.5m x 2.8m and is equipped
with a main belt, a transverse brace and
is driven hydraulically from the crusher.
Further new products will be released at
bauma in April.

Kramer celebrates
90th anniversary
Kramer recently celebrated its 90th anniversary in Pfullendorf, Germany attended by
16,000 guests and looked after by 140 staff.
The anniversary week started with a staff
party followed by three more evening events
for VIPs, press, dealers, suppliers and other
business partners. On all four evenings, in
addition to a varied show programme, the
guests were provided with a review of the
company’s history.
At the end of the week, Kramer opened
its gates initially to customers from the
construction and agriculture industry to see
the manufacturing processes and the wheel
loader and telehandler series, presented in a
stationery display and demonstration. The
plant was then opened at the weekend for
visitors from the region. Many employees
also took advantage of the opportunity to
give their family and friends a look behind
the scenes.
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HITACHI APPOINTS NEW DEALER IN GREECE
Hitachi Construction Machinery (Europe)
has appointed Ergotrak to be the exclusive
distributor of its full range of construction
equipment in Greece. Having supplied
Hitachi mining excavators and rigid dump
trucks since 2004, Ergotrak has now expanded its range to include Zaxis excavators,
ZW wheel loaders and Hitachi Sumitomo
crawler cranes.
The company has 95 employees based at
three locations in Athens and Thessaloniki. In
2014 it reported a turnover of €17.7M. Facili-
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ties at the largest site in the Athens suburb
of Mandra include sales and administration
offices, workshops, spare parts sales and
distribution depot, and a training centre.
Ergotrak was founded in 1958 as
Gemsov and was initially active in the distribution of Soviet machine tools. In 2008 it
was acquired by the Sfakianakis Group. In
addition to mining and construction equipment, the company is active in three other
sectors of heavy commercial vehicles, forklifts
and industrial trucks for material handling

and diesel engines for land and marine use,
and power generation. “Ergotrak has 30
years of experience in the Greek earthmoving market and is strengthening its position
in this sector,” said Ergotrak sales manager
Spiros Andarakis. “We are delighted to build
upon our already successful cooperation with
HCME. Our customers will now benefit from
the full range of Hitachi construction equipment, which is renowned for its reliability
and durability, and is therefore ideal for the
tough conditions in our territory.”

* COMPARED TO HUSQVARNA PG 820

Are you the world’s
most productive operator?
Then this is for you: The new remote-controlled, self-propelled Husqvarna PG 820 RC.
A truly unique machine, enabling new levels of performance and work result. As always,
our Dual Drive Technology™ provides you with unsurpassed productivity and unlimited
control of the process. And now, the wireless remote control releases you to work even more
efficiently, maximising your daily turnover. For more information, visit our website
or contact your Husqvarna representative today!

NEW

HUSQVARNA PG 820 RC
Power output
Rated current
Grinding width
Grinding disc
Grinding pressure total
Weight

www.husqvarnacp.com
Copyright © 2015 Husqvarna AB (publ.) All rights reserved. Husqvarna is a registered trademark of Husqvarna AB (publ.)

13 kW / 17.4 hp
28 A
820 mm / 32"
270 mm / 10.5"
290 kg / 639 lbs
536 kg / 1182 lbs

Demolition Book Goes Global
Komatsu acquires
Lehnhoff Hartstahl

Komatsu’s European subsidiary has acquired
all the shares of the German family owned
excavator attachment manufacturer Lehnhoff
Hartstahl, subject to the approvals of the
relevant merger control authorities.
Both companies will benefit from the
merger by combining their distribution
networks. Lehnhoff Hartstahl will stay a
provider for all manufacturers. The change of
ownership will not impact on the company’s
approximate 180 employees.
“To evaluate an early and best possible
succession plan for the company and its
workforce was very important to my family
and me,” said Lehnhoff Hartstahl owner and
chief executive Peter Lehnhoff. “We are very
fortunate about this important decision with
Komatsu, with whom we have been cooperating excellently for 30 years. We are convinced
that Lehnhoff Hartstahl will continue to grow
and will sustainably access the international
markets. With this decision we see Lehnhoff
Hartstahl best positioned for the future.”

What started as a light-hearted way to get
children interested in demolition has become
a quiet global phenomenon. No one is more
surprised at the success of the My Dad Does
Demolition children’s book than co-author
John Woodward. Initially it was a low-key
experiment to gauge the appetite among UK
demolition contractors for a children’s book
about their beloved industry, but it has now
gone global, escalating beyond Woodward’s
wildest dreams.
“When we wrote the book, we expected
to sell maybe a few hundred copies among
our friends, colleagues and contacts in the
UK demolition sector. But the demand has
been truly staggering,” said Woodward “In
addition to outselling our initial stock in the
UK, we have now sold books as far afield as
Australia, Malaysia and New Zealand. At last
count, we had shipped copies of the book to
more than 30 countries and we’re about to
supply a large consignment to the National
Demolition Association in the US.”
Having already reprinted the book twice,
Woodward says that another reprint is now on
the horizon. “The book has proved particularly
popular at industry events hosted by the likes
of the National Federation of Demolition
Contractors and the Institute of Demolition
Engineers at DemoExpo2015, and the European Demolition Association. In addition, a

number of forward-thinking contractors have
ordered multiple copies to be given away at
open days as part of their commitment to the
Considerate Constructors Scheme, school visits
and charity events. The book has appeared in
newspapers across the UK, and both myself
and my co-author Mark Anthony have been
invited to schools in our respective local areas
to read to the children and to tell them more
about demolition.”
Despite the unexpected and unprecedented level of sales, Woodward said that there is
more to come. “We are currently translating
the book into Spanish and are speaking with
a number of partners to potentially produce
the book in further languages. In addition, we
are working on an electronic version for users
of Amazon Kindle devices,” said Woodward.
“We have proved that children can be interested in demolition. Hopefully, by engaging
with them at such an early age, we might just
encourage them to consider a career in this
industry of ours.”

Rockster expands
Rockster attended the Conexpo Latin America
Show in Santiago de Chile in October with the
latest impact crusher R1100S and R1100DE
hybrid crusher.
Based on the Rockster R1100 impact
crusher, the new R1100S has a fully hydraulic
gap adjustment, a new central control unit
for automatic start up, continuous regulation of feeder, as well as a new radio remote
control with display, including adjustment
of engine, rotor and vibro speed. It is also
equipped with the double function return/
stockpile belt and has a longer screening box
for increasing output.
Rockster also introduced the new hybrid
impactor to Latin America. The hybrid drive
technology helps save fuel and increases
performance. Any load peaks are cushioned
by condensers, which buffer the energy. The
diesel engine operates at near constant
optimum speed to drive the generator for
the electric motor. The fuel consumption is
greatly reduced and maintenance costs are
minimized. With this technology customers
save up to 16,000 litres of diesel annually
and increase output up to 30%.

NEW BOSS AT PULLMAN-ERMATOR

Keltbray climbs Sunday Times league table
In the UK Keltbray Group has been ranked
138th in the Sunday Times Grant Thornton
Top Track 250 league table and is now
amongst the top 10 engineering and building
related private mid-market growth companies
in Britain.
To qualify for the ranking, all Top Track 250
companies had to increase sales or profits by
at least 10% year-on-year, and were ranked by
sales in their latest available accounts.
“Last year Keltbray Group saw a 50%
increase in turnover for the financial year
ending 31 October 2014, from £144.7M
to £216.9M,” said Keltbray Group chief
executive Brendan Kerr. ”This was the best
ever performance in our 39-year history, and
the result of us securing a good, long term
pipeline of work. Our continued strengthen-
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ing was primarily driven by the demolition
and civil engineering business stream, where
experienced project teams supported by
our in-house design capability, provide innovative solutions and delivery on complex
challenging projects such as Earls Court, BBC
Television Centre, Chelsea Barracks, London
Bridge stations and Bradwell Power Station.
However, our piling and asbestos businesses
are now also established as major players
in their sectors and allow us to offer an
integrated service to our clients which cannot be matched in the UK market. We do not
anticipate another year of 50% growth but
hope to achieve double digit turnover growth
in 2015 and will be looking to develop our
existing and new businesses further in line
with our core sectors.”
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Petra Bengtsson has been appointed chief
executive and president for PullmanErmator. She has been Pullman-Ermator
operations manager since 2009 and is the
daughter of the company’s founder Torbjorn
Bengtsson.
The company’s focus continues to be
on expansion and product development to
further strengthen its position as the market
leader of industrial Hepa extractors, air cleaners and wet/slurry vacuums.
“Maintaining and optimizing a clean
working environment as well as protecting
workers’ health are both current areas of
growth and will be so for many years to come.
It is very inspiring to take on the challenge to
further develop our company in these areas,”
said Bengtsson.
The company’s growth, during the past
five years, has been strong and steady. Sales
have risen in the Scandinavian home market
as well as abroad. During 2008 PullmanErmator established a sister company to
develop and run its US operations in Tampa,
Florida where sales figures have exceeded
expectations.
“With the product lines currently being
marketed, we expect to continue to present
a strong presence in the US, Scandinavia
and portions of central Europe markets. This
is where we are putting our primary focus
during the coming three to four years,” said
Bengtsson.

New CEO, Petra Bengtsson.
Fredrik Akermark, who has 21 years with
the company, has been appointed International vice president of sales and marketing.
Akermark has worked in US based Ermator
for the past 7 years.
Jonas Eriksson who has been with the
Pullman-Ermator product development
team and production for nine years has been
promoted to product manager.

EDIA
Reinforced Concrete

Wall Saw

Bridge Saw

Hand Held (fast cutting)

Floor Saw

Ring Saw

Hand Held

EDIA Roof Top

Enrich working. Enhance value.
Since 1981, HSD has been the most qualified and competitive diamond tools company
with wide-ranging products for construction and stone, state-of-art technology such as
EDIA and high standard process, ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and oSa.

AURA Laser
Welded Saw

“N” Laser
Welded Saw

“3 Combo” Laser
Welded Saw

“Marathon”
Turbo Cutter

“Corona”
Turbo Cutter

“Viper”
Tile Cutter

Triangle
Cup Wheel

“Y”
Cup Wheel

Do you want to value your time ? Feel free to contact us.
HSD EUROPE GmbH • Mergenthalerallee 77 • 65760 Eschborn • Germany

Phone +49 (0) 6196 9679011-4 • Fax +49 (0) 6196 9679015 • info@hsdeu.com

Wide attachment assortment from Trevi Benne
Trevi Benne is a leading Italian manufacturer of technologies and equipment
for demolition, recycling, forestry and
earthmoving. In the recycling and recovery field it offers a line of grapples for
excavators, cranes and loaders suitable
for handling, separation and loading of
ferrous materials, scrap, waste of various
kinds for landfill, scrap yards and recycling centres.

Four Series
• PCL Series: the orange peel grapples
are used in handling municipal waste and
lightweight materials. They are available
in the low profile and turret version and
are usually installed on excavators and
material handlers.

• PE Series: multi tine model for the
handling of scrap, ferrous material and
substances of different nature and weight.
It is reinforced and versatile thanks to the
specific design of the tines.
• PRE Series: lowered model of reinforced
orange peel grapple most suitable for the
handling of scrap and ferrous materials for
use on hydraulic excavators and material
handlers.
• PME Series: the orange peel grapple
with electromagnet, perfect for final
cleaning and handling scrap and bulk ferrous materials, is mounted on stationary
cranes, excavators and material handlers
from 12t to 30t.

Bauma booked to capacity

Bauma 2016 will occupy all 605,000m2 of space at the
trade fair centre in Munich on 11 to 17 April.
It is the world’s largest trade fair, and every three
years, it is the highlight for the construction, building
machine and mining industries. The fair features a new
service. For the first time, companies that are on the
waiting list and have not yet been assigned space can
be listed in the bauma directory.
The companies then participate without stand
space, although they will be included as additionally represented companies in the online exhibitor
directory and will be listed under their respective
product categories. They also have access to a special
lounge, so they can make appointments and hold
meetings there during the fair. In addition to lead
management, they can also book other services

such as electronic press compartments or advertising alternatives.
One reason for this step is that bauma is already
booked to capacity. There are already waiting lists
for several sectors. “Just like in 2013, we have been
unable to satisfy all the requests for space or for increases in space,” said Messe München chief executive
Klaus Dittrich. Messe München does what it can to
allow as many companies as possible to adequately
participate in the fair. Unfortunately, it has reached
its maximum capacity. “We want to give companies
that we have been unable to accommodate in the
past an opportunity to call the bauma community’s
attention to themselves and their products and to
make contacts during the fair,” said Dittrich.

www.bauma.de

GENESIS OPENS NEW HEADQUARTERS

In Germany Genesis invited customers, distributors and
business partners to Memmingen on 9 October for the
inauguration of its new building. The administration
offices as well as the central European warehouse and
the assembly of scrap shears are accommodated in the
company’s new 3,300m2 headquarters.
Genesis looks after the markets in Europe, Africa,
the CIS and the Middle and Far East from Memmingen.
This is also the location for the final assembly of Genesis
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scrap shears, which are manufactured exclusively at
Genesis Attachments in the USA, as well as for German
and European components in nine sizes and weights
of 2.4t to 9.8t.
The new building provides Genesis with everything it needs to meet the anticipated increase in
demand for its products and is a clear commitment
of the parent company International Equipment
Solutions to further growth in Europe and Germany.
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“The globalisation of companies we have acquired,
including Genesis, as well as the necessary investments
for their international growth was of fundamental
importance for our strategy,” said IES chief executive
Steve Andrews at the inauguration ceremony. “This is
our latest investment as part of this strategy for Genesis
in Europe and demonstrates our commitment, not
just to the German market, but also to the rest of the
European market.”

Picture by Daniel Nix,
Winner of the Pentruder
picture contest.

Pentruder - Durable Performance
All Pentruder Equipment is Made in Sweden. We produce precision parts in-house, from the
best materials, in state of the art production machines. With over 35 years of experience from
designing concrete cutting equipment, we know how to build a high performance, durable system.

Tractive AB I Gjutargatan 54 I 78170 Borlänge I Sverige
Tel: +46 (0)243 221155 I Fax: +46 (0)243 221180
E-mail: info@tractive.se I www.pentruder.com
Please visit our homepage www.pentruder.com
for more information about our products and contact
details to your Pentruder Sales Distributor.

HITACHI ZW180-5
FOR WASTE HANDLING

Atlas Copco’s
TEX 830 rivet buster
The Atlas Copco TEX 830 rivet buster is a lightweight
and easy-to-use tool for demolishing concrete and
steel. The rivet buster has an 200mm stroke, weighs
13.6kg and generates 1,140blows/min for consistent,
hard-hitting.
The TEX 830 has a 2m whip hose with a claw
coupling to minimize setup times. Contractors simply push and twist the coupling to quickly attach
the hose to an air compressor, such as Atlas Copco’s
XAS 90. Atlas Copco offers the rivet buster with a
pistol or D-style handle. It is used with an 11X jumbo
shank and a variety of tools, such as moil points or
narrow chisels.
The TEX 830’s throttle adjusts easily and its long
stroke delivers consistent, high-impact energy for fast
and effective demolition. The TEX 830 will be on
display on booth C4641 during World of Concrete
in February.

One of the main attractions on the Hitachi Construction Machinery (Europe) stand at Intermat will be
a special edition Hitachi ZW180-5 suited for waste
handling and other similarly challenging working
conditions.
The ZW180-5 will be fitted with guards to
protect the bucket cylinder and the cab from objects
that could cause damage. In addition, there will be
two front and rear belly guards to safeguard vital
components. These options are recommended by
HCME for industrial, waste handling and demolition applications.
Among the features that help reduce service and
maintenance costs is the engine filtration system. It
incorporates a Turbo 2 system that draws air from
the upper filter through a protective screen at the top
of the unit. The incoming air spins, and causes the
dust and dirt to separate from the air.
The automatic reversible cooling fan is fitted
as standard. It prevents clogging of the radiators by
changing the rotation of the fan every 30min, and
there is also a manual option for the operator to
engage in the cab. The optional anti-clogging radiators have a wide pitch core and square shaped fins
to prevent blockages and better airflow.
The visibility for the operator is enhanced by

a number of safety features that aid productivity,
especially in poor light, darkness and dusty environments. Additional working lights can be mounted
to the front and rear of the cab, and protection,
fitted as standard, for the front headlights helps to
safeguard from debris. The optional rear-view camera
and monitor also improve visibility while reversing.
Improved levels of productivity can also be
achieved with the control lever, which enables the
operator to work faster and more precisely. There
are several types of levers available to suit different
operator needs and are ideal for hydraulic attachments. Similarly, the new optional cab panel with
duct allows the easier installation of an additional
pressurised cab filter and results in a better working
environment.
“The ZW180-5 belongs to one of the most
popular classes of wheel loaders in Europe, so this
highlights its importance to the Hitachi product
line,” said HCME wheel loader product specialist
Vasilis Drougkas. “We believe this durable model
is ideal for handling materials such as waste, and
Hitachi provides a wide range of options that help to
enhance the levels of productivity, safety, durability
and operator comfort for companies working in this
sector of the market.”

SUPER LIGHT, SUPER POWER

THE ONLY ONE

OF THIS CATEGORY WITH
STANDARD TWIN BOOSTER
TWIN BOOSTER

CRUSHING FORCE: 130t
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HYDRAULIC
CRUSHER
FOR 3 TO 6 TONS
EXCAVATORS

sales@mantovanibenne.com
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FLOORING BUSINESS
Another year has passed in the concrete floor grinding and polishing world. We can conclude that the flow of new machines and
tools is constant as well as the number of players. Perhaps some
manufacturers are holding products back for Bauma next spring.
The global concrete floor grinding and polishing industry did not decline during the year. Since the consolidation of the industry, some years back, the number
of suppliers of concrete floor grinding and polishing
systems has stayed more or less constant.

Different from continent to continent
However the world of concrete floor grinding and
polishing is still somewhat divided. In Europe concrete
floor preparation or floor grinding for removal of glue
and epoxy residue, as well as levelling or evening out
concrete floors, is still dominates. Concrete floor polishing is increasing, but at a very slow pace. Sectors where
polished concrete floors are considered an end-flooring
product are mainly warehouses, industrial premises and
supermarkets.
Staining of new concrete floors has come to Europe,
but is still quite rare. For the method to really break
through the market probably need another five years.
Painted floors and epoxy is by far the most dominant
method for covering. But where we see a change is
among the contracting groups carrying out concrete
floor preparation and polishing. Sweden has carried out
these services for more then 20 year and the contractors
are either specialised flooring companies, concrete sawing and drilling contractors or demolition contractors.
It has always been this way and it is mainly the concrete
cutting contractors that have dominated the sector
of floor preparation. But it is clear that almost every
country in continental Europe it is the same group of
contractors that carry out these services. However, it
has not always been like this. There has been a strong
increase in this area over the last five to ten years creating
a new service sector and new job opportunities for many
concrete cutting and demolition firms.
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In the US the situation is completely different
in some ways and other ways not. Concrete floor
staining and polishing does not have a long history in
the US, but was embraced when it first was launched
about 10 years ago. Currently there is a large number
of specialized flooring companies working solely with
concrete floor preparation, staining and polishing.
There are several associations and institutes focusing
on this and something that the European market has
not seen. In the very beginning it was quite rare that
a concrete cutter or a demolition contractor would
take on concrete floor preparation or polishing, but
that has changed. Currently there is a growing interest for these services, particularly branch associations,
like the US Concrete Sawing & Drilling Association,
which is emphasising these new services in their programme. CSDA organise training sessions and offers
documentation and training studies. If there are two
geographical areas in the world where concrete floor
polishing is taking market share it is first on the US
market and in Australia.
In Australasia and particularly Australia the situation is similar to the US. Australia adapted quickly to
the new trends to grind and polish concrete floors thanks
to King Concepts’s products and methods, which was
acquired by Husqvarna Construction Products many
years ago. The same applies here where concrete cutting
and demolition companies often carry out these services
and the trend is increasing.
In the rest of Asia the increase in modern concrete
floor grinding, polishing and staining, changes from
country to country. China is a huge market with a
great potential, but still professional contractors in
this area are very few and quite big working almost
nationwide. Same as in Europe it is mainly manu-
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facturing facilities, warehouses and shopping malls
that choose polished concrete floors. In China there
is a large number of manufacturers of diamond tools
for grinding and resin pads for polishing. Korea is a
maturing market for this sector as well with a number
of manufacturers and a growing number of contractors
carrying out the services.
Another potential area for concrete floor grinding
and polishing is Africa. The Arabic speaking northern
region of Africa has been adopting these methods during the last few years and there is a lot to be done there.
The same goes for South America that is a bit ahead
of Africa. Currently there are a number of manufacturers
of floor grinding and polishing equipment in various
countries in South America. Markets with the strongest
potential are Brazil, Chile, Colombia and Argentina,
where Brazil is considered to be the market by far with
the strongest potential with billions of square kilometres
of concrete floors.
With an overall growing market globally the pace
for developing new and better machines and tools is
progressing faster and faster. Fast and efficient tools,
stable, sturdy and easy to manoeuvre machines, working environment and safety are the key parameters for
the products.
A sector that has been recently prioritized is how to
handle dust extraction efficiently. Particularly in Europe
the handling of hazardous and normal concrete dust has
become a big issue. There are a number of new solutions
to handle dust more efficiently. This concerns new dust
extractors and collectors and new tools and devices on
grinders that prevent dust from spreading in the air.
There are also close relationships between manufacturers
of floor grinding and polishing machines and manufacturers of dust extraction equipment.

BLASTRAC
Blastrac recently developed Diamag maintenance pads for polished concrete and
asphalt floors. The pads are for use as the last step in the polishing process, for a
super fine result. These pads are made of synthetic fibres mixed with horsehair and
resin containing diamond particles.
The Diamag maintenance pads come in different sizes and several grit sizes. Pads
of up to 100 mm are for handheld machines such as our Supraflex. Pads of 155mm to
240mm are for use in combination with Blastrac triple head grinders, BMG-435SC,
BMG-435P, BMG-535PRO, BMG-580PRO, BMG-735PRO, BMG-735RS, BMG780PRO and BMG-780RS. Depending on the floor to be maintained, or how far the
contractor is in the polishing process, a different grit size is needed.

New BGS-250 and BMG-555 grinders
Blastrac recently introduced a new single disc grinder and a new triple disc grinder.
Blastrac grinders have a reputation for quality of work produced on industrial and
decorative flooring, but also in decontamination and demolition markets. They are
available in many sizes for use in a wide variety of applications.
The new Blastrac BGS-250 single disc grinder is equipped with a fold-up system
and is easier to transport than the standard BGS-250 model. The machine is equipped
with a tool holder to easily fix the diamond tool when it has to be replaced. Another
feature with the BGS-250 is the easy adjustment of the height of the grinding head
by changing the wheel position. This makes the BGS-250 very flexible to use with
one of the many different diamond tools.
The new Blastrac BMG-555 triple head grinder is equipped with a patented
planetary grinding system. It has an ergonomic design with a handle locking system
for changing its position. Also for the operator Blastrac has included some new
features, like a bottle holder, extra protection of operating buttons and storage for
a Smartphone. The BMG-555 has a floating shroud with extra floor nozzle on the
back for even better dust extraction from the surface.

www.blastrac.com

KLINDEX
Italian manufacturer Klindex has introduced a new remotely controlled planetary grinding
machine with variable speed and adjustable working pressure called Expander 850 RX. It is
for medium to large surfaces and is available in two versions of 15kW and 18kW. The main
features with the remote control are the possibility to control all the working functions.
Other features are the working width of 850mm with three 240mm tools. The
speed of tools ranges from 300revs/min to 1,300revs/min. There is an automatic
adjustment of the working pressure. There is an adjustable inclination of the planetary
system to allow bigger frontal cutting. A third front wheel can be inserted for easy
transport and loading into a van. The machine is battery powered for independent
traction when unplugged and the levelling of the planetary system is automatic.
Klindex is also releasing Elica diamond pads, which, according to the manufacturer, are the best solution for preparation of concrete, terrazzo and natural stone.
The Elica pads can be used wet on natural stone or dry on concrete and screed.
Thanks to the flexible support and its design it allows fast grinding, sanding and
honing the surface to leave a homogeneous finish. Elica is an ideal solution for semi
gloss, honed and matt finish on trowelled concrete or screed without exposing the
aggregate and for concrete preparation before densification and sealing.

www.klindex.it

SCHWAMBORN
Schwamborn is one of Europe’s oldest family owned manufacturers of concrete floor
grinding and polishing systems, including machines and tools. For more than 45 years
the company has offered complete solutions for floor preparation and maintenance. All
products and tools are developed and manufactured in Germany. Schwamborn has a wide
product line. These include the DSM series of grinding machines, OMF cold milling machines, BEF concrete and screed milling machines, STR single disc multi-purpose machines,
EU ultra-high-speed machines, ES single discs for floor cleaning and floor polishing, EP
high speed machines for high gloss polishing and STS vacuum cleaners. At the French
show Batimat in November Schwamborn exhibited through their French subsidiary and
showed a portion of their products including the upgraded DSM 450 and DSM 400.

www.schwamborn.com
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SUPERABRASIVE
Lavina floor grinding and polishing machines have been available for contractors
for over 10 years. The latest Lavina X series was introduced at World of Concrete
2015, and proven to be the most efficient, versatile and easy to use Lavina line.
Some of the new features of the X models include chain-driven forced planetary
drive, updated head design, metered water flow for more efficient wet grinding,
improved handle locking for better stability, new maintenance window on the
machine base and easy maintenance. The Lavina model range covers projects of all
sizes, including 762mm and up grinders for large commercial projects (L30, L32,
L32M and L38GR X models), 635mm grinders in the mid-size class (L25-X and
L25L-X), and 508mm and under for small projects (L21-X, L20-X and L20N-X).
The most popular Lavina model for 2015 in the US market has been the Propane
L30G-X, a 762mm grinder and polisher with a low-profile base, three 343mm heads
and Kawasaki engine. It offers high productivity and takes little time to set up. For
small projects and DIY use, the new economy L21-X model 534mm, 110V, variable
speed has proven to be an ideal solution.
Superabrasive is also increasing its share in the floor maintenance market with
the unique LB36G-S burnisher, a 914mm propane hybrid machine that can be used
also for honing, polishing and maintenance, and the ShinePro diamond system.
In markets outside the US, Superabrasive has seen a huge interest in the selfpropelled L32M-X, 813mm, 380/480V model.
Superabrasive is working on new propane and self-propelled models which will
be introduced in 2016. The company will be at WOC 2016 at booths S11627 and
O31517. They will also exhibit at Bauma 2016 in hall A1.211 and outdoor 12A.4.

www.superabrasive.com

SEPT TOOLS

SASE
Sase Company in the US manufactures and distributes concrete polishing,
preparation equipment and tooling directly to customers. According to Sase
the company offers the most complete line of concrete polishing equipment
and tooling in the industry. The product range consists of planetary diamond
grinders, dust extraction units, scarifiers, floor scrapers, hand held tools, and
a wide variety of high quality diamond tooling. In the past 10 years Sase has
been distributing their products globally and particularly to Europe. Through
a co-operation with German distributor and manufacturer MKS Funke, Sase
products are sold in Europe. MKS Funke and Sase have exhibited together at
several Bauma shows and will also be at the next Bauma in the spring. Sase
will also exhibit at WOC in February.

www.sasecompany.com

At the Batimat show Sept introduced new surface preparation technology.
The product line starts with handheld equipment of different diameters, and
will be extended with multihead, long handle solutions. The principle is no
motor, no electricity, no weight, no dust, no noise, and no vibration. It is
a rotary system or an orbital random rotary system. The machines operate
using the air of any type of vacuum cleaner connected with a power plug or
battery. The grinders are very light and make long stainless jobs possible and
can be used in humid conditions.
The applications are for steel, composites, plastics, wood, gypsum and
concrete in industries like decommissioning, automotive, construction,
deconstruction, shipyards, carpeting, joiners, drywall, swimming pools and
graffiti Alternative technologies for use of this system could be sanding,
grinding and cleaning.

www.sept-tools.com

GENERAL EQUIPMENT
US manufacturer General Equipment Company has release a gasoline-powered
surface grinder SG24/GH. It was designed for use by contractors and homeowners,
and features various grinding systems for breaking up deposits, cleaning/polishing
concrete and tile, producing exposed aggregate slabs, and other general concrete
grinding applications. Powered by a Honda engine, the SG24/GH includes dual
counter-rotating multi-accessory discs that rotate at 250revs/min and offer a
maximum grinding width of 610mm. The design balances forces to help reduce
operator fatigue while enhancing machine control. An adjustable operator handle
accommodates different user heights and preferences.
A wide range of industry-standard interchangeable attachments are available,
including grinding stones, scarifiers, wire brushes, the Scrape-R-Tach coatings removal
system, Diam-A-Tach diamond grinding stones and Pro Polish concrete floor polishing system. Also, the counter-rotating discs can be removed to attach standard 250mm
diameter, multi-segmented dry diamond discs for other applications, such as removing
plastic overlays and epoxies. Caster wheel height adjusts to accommodate different multiaccessory requirements. The SG24/GH has a unitized, welded-steel plate frame, high
capacity self-aligning ball bearings and V-belt/spur gear transmission. A 75mm diameter
vacuum attachment port and safety/dust shield assembly kit also comes as standard.

www.generalequip.com
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TURN YOUR
DREAMS
INTO REALITY
Meet the third innovation of the original
diamond array technology that changed
the industry in 2005. ARIX G3, superior
performance you can see and feel.

36B-10L Namdong Industrial Complex, 610-9, Namchon-dong, Namdong-gu, Inchoen, 405-100, Korea
TEL. +82.32.820.3801 I FAX. +82.32.810.3456 I E-mail. terry@shinhandia.co.kr

SCANMASKIN
“The Scancombiflex 800DSP represents something new that the industry has never seen
before,” said Scanmaskin president, Claes-Göran
Bergstrand. It guides the operator through the
job and to an optimum final result. The new
system saves time, money and environment.
In time for WOC Scanmaskin is launching the
smart floor grinding and polishing machine,
which the manufacturer considers to be, and
innovation for the industry.
The Scancombiflex 800DSP guides the
machine operator through the whole process.
Thanks to the new integrated computer the
machine gives accurate guidance to the operator

through the control panel. Through sensors the
operator receives feedback and warning when the
tool wear is too high or when the tool is worn
out. The sensors continuously measure the wear
or thickness of the tool. With the manual mode
the operator can choose the speed and the tools.
“For us Scancombiflex 800DSP is a real
revolution to the industry and we are really
excited to introduce it at the World of Concrete
in Las Vegas,” said Bergstrand. Visitors will find
Scanmaskin in booth S10515 and O31250 at
WOC and will also be present at Bauma in
Germany next spring.

www.scanmaskin.com

WORX+

HTC
When grinding and polishing to high specifications
of hard materials, such as concrete, terrazzo and
stone materials, one major risk factor is glazing.
Glazing or over heating of the diamond tools causes
poor cutting rates and shorter tool life.
The introduction of the AirFlow technology
in February 2015 was an important step in HTC’s
ongoing development process, and has been well
received by professional floor grinders. The Airflow
tool holders create an increased and controlled flow
of air below the grinding cover, which results in
significantly lower operating temperatures around
the diamond tools and improved dust removal
efficiency.
AirFlow brings direct benefits to users of
HTC’s machines and tools:
• Longer tool life
• Reduces working temperature
• Maximize cutting rate
• More eﬀective dust removal
New HTC grinding machines 650/800 HDX/
RX and 950 RX are equipped with AirFlow tool
holders as standard. It is also possible to retrofit
AirFlow on existing HTC machines of the same
models.

www.htc-floorsystems.com
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Zig Zag grinding segments are a high performance,
additional tool for use in surface preparation applications where high speed is required.
The applications are for surface preparation
and available grit sizes are 150mm, 406mm and
6,16 and 762mm. Bond qualities are medium,
hard and very hard.
Some of the features and benefits, according
to Worx+ are the incomparable production rates,
the outstanding removal and grinding capacity,
the extended tool life and the fact that the tools
are extensively field tested.
Also from Worx+ are the new Zig Zag cupwheels. These, according to the supplier, are the
perfect choice for rapid and aggressive medium to
hard stock coating removal and grinding and levelling of concrete. It is excellent for the removal of
thick roll down coatings, glues and similar coatings
where an aggressive high-speed tool is required.
The features and benefits for the Zig Zag Cupwheel is the aggressive and fast medium to hard stock
removal. It is perfect for removal of thick coatings
such as levelling compounds, mastics, epoxies and
adhesives. It fits also general jobs of grinding and
levelling of concrete. This is a high-speed tool with
a 100% money back guarantee, according to Worx+.
The cup wheels are available in 125mm, 150mm and
180mm diameters. The grit is 16 with a soft bond.
For soft concrete solutions Worx+ has released
the new super hard 30 grit diamond tools. According
to Worx+ it has exceptional performance for very soft
concrete or highly abrasive surfaces. “You won’t find
another more long lasting and high wear resistant
diamond tool with a 100% money-back satisfaction
guarantee,” said Worx+ representative Jarka Kluth.
In addition the Worx+ Specialty polishing
range is available in grits 50, 100, 200 and has
been designed for efficient scratch removal for the
metal bond to resin bond transition process and
dry polishing of densified concrete floors. The line
offers exceptional low grit performance. Their rigid
shape ensures a flat and consistent finish between
aggregate and matrix. It is moisture and water
tolerant and the pad is 10mm thick.

www.totallyworks.com

AU TOUR DU BETON
Bush hammering is a method of giving the appearance of carved stone to concrete. It provides
an authentic look to concrete, whether new or
old. In addition it also has anti-slip properties for
pavements or stairs. Bush hammering has many
advantages, including no use of toxic products,
very little amount of dust, no heavy lifting and
bush hammer plates being fitted directly onto the
planetary grinders. The surface result depends on
the type of bush hammers, including the number
of tungsten spikes.
The company Au Tour Du Beton offers various
models made in its workshops in Dinan-France.
Hand held bush hammer systems, 120mm and
155mm for hand held grinders, are equipped with
double bearings for better shock resistance. These
systems are made of anodized aluminium plates together with silent blocks. The bush hammer plates
made for planetary grinders, ranging from 185mm
to 270mm, can fit any machine on the market.
According to Au Tour du Beton, the company is
the only one in Europe to manufacture and offer
a lifetime guarantee to its bush hammer systems.
To use bush hammers safely, Au Tour Beton
has created the Scoot system. This is a unique tool
that turns the ordinary grinder or polisher into a
universal tool. It comes in three sizes and fits all
grinders and is an accessory that will allow the
operator to work more safely and with increased
comfort.

www.autourdubeton.com

Recognized worldwide leader
in Demolition Equipment

www.npk.co.jp

Some cases for

POLISHING
FLOORS
Huge polishing project in Paris
Blastrac France is reporting on a huge terrazzo
polishing project in Paris where around 10,000m2
of terrazzo floor was polished. The terrazzo floor
contained different colours in a hotel entrance and
lobby. Three Blastrac BMG-780RS remotely controlled grinders where used to complete the job in a
short time frame. Three Blastrac dust collectors, plus
Blastrac pre-separators where used to ensure there
was no dust exposure in this sensitive area. All metal
and polishing steps where carried out with Blastrac
Diamag grinding and polishing tools.

for the store’s desired look and environmental
objectives.
MPC is not a coating or covering, which means
less damage to the environment, lower costs, lower
maintenance, greater durability and a longer lasting
floor. “Both Becon Construction and Coles were
very pleased with the floor so we are confident that
there will be more and more polished concrete in the
supermarkets’ future,” said van der Veen.
Another project carried out by Progrind is the
Yarra Valley Grammar School. An electrical fire
destroyed the school, which planned to build bigger and better facilities. Enlisting Harris HMC as
builder, and Hayball as architect, the school required
727m2 of decorative exposure high gloss concrete
for their maths and science building. Progrind was
the ideal choice for producing the desired finish and
using MPC, achieved the high impact, hard wearing
and abrasion resistant surface necessary for such a
high traffic area.

Two projects in Australia
The flooring contractor Progrind in Australia has
been involved in two projects utilising their grinding and polishing services. The supermarket Coles
has taken its first step in what could be a whole new
world in polished concrete. The supermarket giant
considered using polished concrete in store for over
two years before making the leap in December 2014
and enlisting Progrind to work on the new Coles
shop in Coburg North, Victoria.
“We had been discussing design options in
concrete with Becon Construction and Coles
for quite some time and were thrilled to finally
have the opportunity to meet their needs,” said
Progrind national sales manager Ben van der Veen.
“Aesthetics and low maintenance was of primary
importance to Coles, so we went with a decorative,
mid gloss, polished concrete and perfect for highly
trafficked areas.“

“Everyone is impressed with how the floor has
come up,” said Harris HMC project manager, Christopher Curtain. Progrind delivered the required
specifications in two stages of executing the bulk
of the grinding and grouting early on, and then
completing the grinding and polishing alongside
the finishing trades. This meant less disruption to
the building schedule and a reduced risk of other
trades damaging the floor, resulting in the highest
quality finish. “MPC is long lasting, hardwearing
and incredibly low maintenance. Yarra Valley Grammar will have amazing looking floors for years to
come,” said van der Veen.

Amazing result
with the Janser ride on stripper

The more than 3,200m2 project was completed in February 2015 prior to the store opening in August. As the first partly solar-powered
Coles in Victoria, and built to a 4-star Green star
standard and with an electric car charging facility,
mechanically polished concrete was a good match
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The manufacturer Janser in Germany has removed two
existing floors with their ride on stripping machine. The
1,000m2 floor in a sports hall needed to be replaced. First
step was to remove the old floor that contained a glued
and insulated sports flooring. A 14mm sound insulation
covering made of PUR rubber bonded granulated cork
had been glued onto the screed surface. Additionally the
sound insulation had been strengthened with webbing
and glued with Neoprene contact glue. A final overlay
of 3.2mm thick linoleum covered the floor, resulting in
a total thickness of 18mm for removal.

The interior decorating contractor hired to
replace the floor had needed two processes to remove floor coverings of similar thickness. First the
covering had to be cut into 250mm wide and 2m
long strips with a plunge cut circular saw and then,
during the second process, removed by an electric
stripper. This was a cumbersome process.
With the Jansen ADB ride on stripper everything worked much smoother.
The ride on stripper weighs 1,050 kg and has a
stripping capacity of up to 37m/min. The battery on
the stripper guaranteed continuous working during
8h to 12h. After 8h of recharging, the battery of the
machine can be in use for a further 12h.
The sports flooring had been cut into a suitable pattern with a self-scoring blade of 155mm.
Then the flooring could be removed easily using
a standard blade of 685mm width. The flooring
could be removed without leaving any residues,
which meant the surface only had to be sanded
in preparation for the new flooring. Thanks to the
Janser ride on stripper working with blades of up
to 685mm width it achieved an average stripping
performance of approximately 240m2/h.
After about five hours 1,000m2 sports flooring
had been entirely removed. During the second half
of the first working day the surface was sanded and
vacuumed. Previously, two entire working days had to
be set aside only for the removal of the floor covering.

Efficient polishing
with Xingyi burnisher in Indonesia
An Indonesian contractor has used a Chinese Xingyi
burnisher on a large grinding and polishing project
in the Fuijan province. The contractor has worked
for many years grinding and polishing of concrete
floors and claims to grind concrete floors in four
stages and finishing with a Xingyi burnisher in only
one step to produce a very shiny surface.
The customer was very impressed with the efficiency of the Xingyi burnisher and said that one
operator working 8h managed to finish 500m2. The
successful job lead to two larger project, a 25,400m2
in a packing area and 25,000m2 at a sport shoe
manufacture.

GAINING GROUND WITH US!

Floor preparation,
polishing and scarifying
Since more than 80 years
we offer complete floor
solutions in ﬂoor preparation,
coating removal and polishing.
– Made in Germany –

Grinding

Scarifying

Vacuums

ETX-Diamond
tools

www.schwamborn.com

...mit uns machen Sie Boden gut!
…mit

The US owned Blastrac
BV in the Netherlands
comes from a company
with roots dating back to
the early 1900s. With the
brand name Diamatic,
as part of the group
since 2005 and a focus
on developing a wide
range of machines and
tools for floor preparation, the Blastrac group
has radically increased
its presence in the market. Jan Hermansson
reports.

BLASTRAC THE FULL-L
Rocco van Vliet next to the new grinder
BMG-555.
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Blastrac is a multinational company with over 300 employees
worldwide and a turn over of €100M. It acquired Diamatic in
2005 and the Diamatic brand steadily took market share in the
US and Europe, where the floor grinding and polishing industries
were rapidly expanding. In the US Diamatic became the brand for
concrete floor grinding and polishing, while Blastrac in the US is
focussing on shotblasting and scarifying. In Asia and Europe Blastrac
is the brandname covering the complete floor preparation portfolio.
Blastrac and Diamatic are both the full line providers of
different floor systems. The range is huge and the company
also offers a large range of additional methods for concrete
preparation and removal of different types of floor coatings,
such as shot blasting, milling and scraping.
For Blastrac it all started with shot blasting. The first
portable shot blasting machine was developed in 1978, but the
company has roots dating back to 1906 when the predecessor
American Foundry Corporation was founded. The company
became well-known for its static large machine called Wheelabrator, which had several wheels that threw the abrasive at
the surfaces to be processed. This was an alternative to the
compressed air type of blasting in use at the time.
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But with the new Blastrac portable shot blasting machines the
company rapidly became market leader and in 1980 production
also started in Europe. In 2013 Blastrac introduced its own line
of diamond tools in Europe covering diamond sawing blades from
125 to1610mm in diameter and core bits from 10 to 600mm in
diameter. Currently Blastrac is focusing on sales of its new Diamatic
diamond tool line on nearly all European countries.

Wide assortment
Blastrac has 55 different products covering grinding and
polishing machines, scarifyers, shot blasting, steel blasting,
equipment for removal of hazardous material, shot blasting
for steel surface preparation, machines and tools for decorative
flooring, equipment for maintenance of runways and highways
and different kinds of dust collecting systems. There are 10 base
models of grinders and polishers, plus ride on machines with
three planetary systems on each and integrated dust extractors.
The shot blaster line contains 12 standard models, the scarifyers
have four base models, the steel blaster line has seven standard
models, and there are two models of floor strippers and a line of
dust extractors, pre-separators and cyclones containing 12 base

LINER FOR SURFACES
models. Blastrac also has its own tooling line called DiaMag.
DiaMag tools were launched in 2010 and were originally the
name of Blastrac’s patented quick connection system.
Blastrac and Diamatic products have been manufactured
in the Blastrac owned factory in Poznan, Poland and Nieuwegein, Holland since 2006. About 70 people work in the
production in three shifts, seven days a week. The European
headquarter is based in Holland and here are research and development, IT, purchasing, logistics, warehousing, marketing,
finance, sales and European management located. “For us it is
very important to have full control over our production and
quality control and therefore we manufacturer nearly all the
parts ourselves. That is why we have chosen to have enough
capacity to manufacture and assemble everything ourselves,”
said Blastrac European marketing manager Rocco van Vliet.
“And we want to keep our production in Europe. Here in
Utrecht we have a large stock of our products and the majority is shipped from here. We also do all our testing and CE
certification of the machines here before delivery.”
Blastrac Europe has its own subsidiaries in UK, Germany,
France, Spain, Poland, Ukraine, Italy, Australia, Middle East

and India, which have been built up since the beginning of the
1990s. There are also a number of distributors in other parts
of the world, including Africa and South America. The North
American market is taken care of by the US organization with
head office in Oklahoma. The head office for Diamatic is in San
Diego, California. Blastrac Asia is based in Shanghai, China.

We want to offer the best method
Rocco van Vliet said that there are many concrete cutting and
light demolition contractors all over Europe that offer concrete
floor grinding services and the number is increasing. However,
Rocco believes there is a slight misconception that Blastrac is
trying to change. “Here in Europe floor grinding was fully
embraced by the contractors when it was introduced,” said van
Vliet. “It was a new method that could very easily be included in
the services the concrete cutters and the demolition contractors
already offered. They were already at work performing their
tasks. But sometimes floor grinding is not the most efficient
and economic method. If, for instance, you need to lower a
concrete floor diamond grinding is not the most cost effective
method compared to scarifying/milling. Also for the preparaOCTOBER- NOVEMBER 2015 • ISSUE 5 •
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Blastrac European marketing manager Rocco van Vliet
in front of the Blastrac headquarters in Europe.

tion of concrete floors an alternative and more cost effective
solution for several applications is shotblasting. What we want
to do to a wider extent is to offer a mix of different methods
to contractors providing the ultimate flooring solution when
it comes to quality, efficiency and profit. Our grinding and
polishing machines should be used for the right purposes. That
is how to get out the most of them.”
Blastrac has 12 different models of machines for grinding
and polishing from 180mm to 780 mm working width. The
three head planetary belt driven system is patented and some of
the machines are remotely controlled. The latest is the BMG555, which was introduced at the French trade show Batimat
in November. For the moment Europe is quite a way behind
on polishing comparing to the US, about 80% of the grinding
jobs is floor preparation and the remaining 20% polishing.
Blastrac’s clients can be divided into industry sectors of
airports, roads, remediation, industrial decoration flooring,
steel and rental. “What we call industrial decoration flooring
is the biggest sector for us which represents about 50%,” said
van Vliet. “This is where you find all concrete floor preparation
and polishing. We have a big market share in this sector, but
with our Blastrac product mix we still see enough opportunities to grow in this market. Other key markets where we see
potential are in rental, roads, airports, windmills, shipyards,
petrochemical and remediation.”
The strategy for the near future is to continue to open its
own local sales offices in various countries. “To be present in
the market with our own organisation we believe is the best
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way to go. Long-term organic growth is our priority,” said van
Vliet. He also emphasises the value of setting up training and
service centres at each subsidiary to reach out to clients and
educate them in how their products work. In Poland Blastrac
just opened a centre of excellence with a fully equipped demo
centre where Van Vliet believes that Blastrac has a good chance
to grow extensively in all markets where they are currently
present. He points out that Scandinavia is of particular interest.

www.blastrac.eu

THE INNOVATORS IN SURFACE PREPARATION

ALL THE EQUIPMENT YOU NEED IN ONE HAND
SHOT BLASTERS, STEEL BLASTERS, GRINDERS, SCARIFIERS, FLOOR STRIPPERS & DUST COLLECTORS

GRINDERS | FOR GRINDING AND POLISHING LARGE FLOORS AND OTHER SURFACES

SCARIFIERS | TO LEVEL LARGE SURFACES OR REMOVE THICK COATINGS

SHOT BLASTERS | TO CLEAN AND RETEXTURE CONCRETE OR ASPHALT

FLOOR STRIPPERS | TO REMOVE OLD FLOOR COVERINGS

WWW.BLASTRAC.EU • INFO@BLASTRAC.EU

Komatsu Europe provides engine conversion solution
From autumn 2015, Komatsu Europe will make
a conversion process available to support current
and future demand for pre-owned EU Stage IIIB
Komatsu machinery in lesser regulated countries
where ultra low sulphur diesel fuel is not available.
The conversion process allows Komatsu machines
to run properly in territories where diesel fuel has
higher sulphur content than in Europe. Authorised
Komatsu dealers will carry out the Komatsu approved
modification process.
“Innovative design, quality manufacturing and
the Komatsu CARE programme mean that Komatsu

preowned products are in demand across the world,”
said Komatsu Europe product marketing manager
Jim Venerus. “However, certain EU Stage IIIB engine
technologies may not operate at peak performance levels
in lesser regulated territories where non-ULSD fuel is
used. The Komatsu-approved conversion process allows
Komatsu dealers to provide a quick and easy solution
to our customers without compromising product
performance.”
The conversion process deregulates the machinery,
is permanent and converted machinery cannot be used
in regulated markets.

Hitachi fleet provides high productivity and peace of mind
Three Hitachi ZW310 wheel loaders and a ZX350LC-5
have been selected by contractor Heros Sluiskil for its
urban mining operations in Zeeland, The Netherlands.
The four machines run continuously for 16h/day on the
site, where domestic and industrial waste is processed.
Metals such as copper, aluminium and iron, are recovered for reuse, and bottom ash is also produced for use
in road construction.
Approximately 5,000t of materials arrive from
a canal adjacent to the site every day. Heros Sluiskil
relies on the Zaxis-5 medium excavator for loosening

the piles of metal. The three ZW wheel loaders move
large volumes of materials around the site.
“Hitachi machines are reliable and their construction is solid,” said Heros Sluiskil machines and planning
manager Peter David. “There are no hidden costs. We
have discovered that the resale value of the equipment
is sometimes as strong as the initial cost price.”
Another factor in Heros Sluiskil’s decision to
select Hitachi construction machinery were the first
impressions of its operators. “They were involved in
the testing of the machines,” said David. “We rented

Atlas Copco power pack minimizes fuel consumption
The Atlas Copco LP 13-30 P gas-powered
hydraulic power pack is available for use
with a wide range of hydraulic tools,
including breakers, chippers, core drills,
post drivers, pumps, rock drills and saws.
Atlas Copco designed the power pack
with its power on demand system that idles
the engine when the tool is not in use,
and speeds it up as needed. This saves fuel
during idle periods and allows operators to
work longer between refuelling. The system
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also minimizes noise and vibrations. The
LP 13-30 P is compact so rental centres can
store it on shelves and contractors can fit
it easily in the back of a truck or van. The
power pack weighs just 220 pounds and
is equipped with wheels for easy manoeuvrability around the jobsite.
Atlas Copco is exhibiting The LP
13-30 P power pack will be on display
on booth C4641 during the World of
Concrete show in February.
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a wheel loader and their feedback made the decision
to choose Hitachi easier. I collected data from the
machine to present to the director and there was a
positive reaction.”
Operator Sebastian Burdynski said that the Hitachi
wheel loaders are ideally suited to his needs. “The machine travels smoothly over the rough ground. The seat
is comfortable, and the displays and electronic dials are
extremely useful,” said Burdynski. “I also find that the
steering and brakes are very responsive, and the overall
visibility from the cab is great.”

The first easy-to-use
dry drilling system for
reinforced concrete

PREMIUM
DRY DRILLING SYSTEM
The perfect interplay of the new DME19DP*** dry drill motor and the
specially developed TGD® dry drill bits ensures outstanding results
when drilling reinforced concrete. An easy-to-use system providing
best value for money. No water. No slurry. No problem.

A Company of the SWAROVSKI Group
www.tyrolit.com

NOVEL APPROACH TO VIADUCT DEMOLITION
The Italian formwork and scaffolding company
Pilosio is assisting in the novel replacement of the
144m long, four span twin carriageway Tana viaduct
on the A2 motorway in Mendrisio, Switzerland. The
company adopted a combination of load bearing
towers and hydraulic jacks to systematically lower
the eight separate reinforced concrete spans to the
ground for demolition and removal, prior to the
construction of a new wider viaduct.
Prior to dismantling of the viaduct a temporary
truss bridge was initially erected to divert traffic
and maintain continuous flow during removal and
demolition of the old spans and construction of the
new viaduct carriageways, which have each been
widened by 2.5m to 25.8m.
For the removal of the old spans each one in
turn was supported by cables fixed to two steel
beams and lowered by a system of hydraulic jacks.
The entire load was supported by four MP Pilosio
multidirectional system load-bearing towers. The
100t load bearing capacity towers were arranged in
pairs on the sides of each pillar of the viaduct. The

towers were not restrained at the top, but restrained
only to the ground by temporary foundation plinths,
for support and anchorage.
The tower pairs were connected to each other
by a system of steel beams to distribute the weight
of the concrete span evenly on the towers. The upper
beam supported the suspension system and hydraulic
jacks for lowering the span to the base of the pillars.
The lowering phase of each span took approximately
10h to 12h. After lowering each span was then safely
demolished at ground level.
A total of eight load bearing MP HD towers
were built to a height of 18m, as well as two at 12m
for the removal of the side spans near the abutments.
After the removal of all the supports for the viaduct,
the MP system was used in a normal configuration
as scaffolding for the positioning of the new viaduct
decking.
The new viaduct is being constructed using a
combination of twin 1.8m tall steel beams spanning
the pillars and topped with a cast insitu concrete
road deck.

Pentruder cuts tunnel upside down
Dutch concrete contractor BeneLux Betonboringen from Maassluis, Netherlands took on a
challenging job in the restoration of the Wijker
Tunnel in Velsen.
The 2km long Wijker Tunnel was built in
1993 and runs underneath the Noordzeekanaal,
which connects Amsterdam harbour with the
Noordzee. It is an important part of the route to
the Tata Steel plant in Velsen.
The tunnel consists of five concrete elements.
Between these elements an elastic joint makes
sure that the elements can expand in length, due
to temperature variation, and still maintain the
water proofing protection. The tunnel is 12 years
old and the elastic joints in the roof had to be replaced. The joints were removed with a Pentruder
8-20 HF wall saw.
Pentruder’s Benelux dealer Adamas made
a special flange to cut simultaneously with two
diamond saw blades of 800mm diameter. The
blades were placed at 10mm from each other and
cutting depth to be achieved was 220mm. To
secure sufficient water supply to the saw blades for
cooling, additional water channels were placed on
the blade guard. The job was finished successfully
and ahead of plan.

Betonjet used hydrodemolition to renovate auger channels
Extraction of slurry is an important factor when operating a wastewater treatment plant. In many cases plant
operators choose an auger system, due to its efficiency
and low energy consumption. Because of its continuous
operation, the semi-circular concrete auger channels are
subject to wear and require occasional maintenance.
Having tried several methods of concrete removal, the
wastewater treatment plant operator concluded that
hydrodemolition would be the ideal solution.
The specialist contractor Betonjet from Switzerland

developed a system based on a modified Conjet hydrodemolition robot placed directly in the channels, which
had a radius ranging from 900mm to 1200mm. The Conjet
324 robot was supported by a winch for a step-by-step
removal of the damaged concrete from inside the auger
channels, which slope at an angle of 45°. A Hammelmann
364 pump provided water at 100l/min and a pressure of
2,000bar to the jetting lance. It took Betonjet specialists
three days to recondition one auger. About 8m3 to 9m3 of
concrete was removed to a depth of 150mm for each auger.

Removal of the
concrete to a depth
of 15cm across the
entire surface of the
auger.
A modified Robot Conjet
connected to a winch.
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The ovewview of all three augers.

SORRY,

I TOOK UP THE CHALLENGE

Rockster Recycler AUSTRIA
Tel.: +43 7223 81000
office@rockster.at

www.rockster.at

PROMISING MARKET FOR H

“The new EU safety and environment regulations in the European
Standards EN 1504 for protection and repair of concrete structures is literally promoting hydrodemolition robots to comply with
the new environmental and safety standards,” said Roger Simonsson chief executive of Swedish hydrodemolition equipment manufacturer Aquajet.
“So the future looks really bright for us and other
manufacturer of hydrodemolition equipment. There
are two very competent hydrodemolition equipment
manufacturers in Sweden and the competition, along
with the new European standards, is speeding up the
development of better products for the European
and worldwide markets. Development is now more
standardised and advanced to simulate and optimise
machines with higher productivity, safety and environmental care.”
So what are the latest developments in hydrodemolition robots?

Aquajet
Aquajet recently launched the updated demolition
robot, Aqua Cutter 710V evolution 2.0, which is replacing Aqua Cutter 710V. The new model has several new
functions and improved features.
The new design has increased reach and handles
more force. The new tower system gives a torque stiffness that is 10 times higher and each 1m section is 8kg
lighter, with easy hook-on for quick assembly. A quick
connection at the front facilitates quick change of accessories, such as different width of roller beam, radius
roller beam, rotolances and circular power head, without
using any tools.
The new front cover has upgraded splashguards
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and the side covers can be removed without the need
for tools.
A new interactive graphic display provides for faster
and easier programming, which decreases set-up times
and makes control easy.
With a smooth lance
control with a new core
for positioning, all movements are more precise
and smooth providing
better lance control and
increased lifetime of mechanical parts.
New speed zone settings are available and
enhance the possibility
for more accurate removal.
According to
The zones can also be used
Aquajet, the
to control the lance
updated Aqua
angle and oscilCutter 710V evolulation.
tion 2.0 has been
The radio
improved in every
control with
detail.
display operating the
robot can
also incor-
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porate the control of the Power Pack for increased
performance and safety. It is possible to read and set the
operating parameters, such as operating pressure of the
robot and Power Pack from a safe distance. All settings
are displayed on the operator’s screen.

The radio control with display operating the robot can
also incorporate the control of the Power Pack for
increased performance and safety.

HYDRODEMOLITION ROBOTS
All participants at the water jetting forum Towards
European Standards held in Brussels on 14 October.

The new Conjet water treatment system.

Conjet
To enhance safety according to the European standards
and Machine Directive, Conjet has developed the safety
circuit where the robot and Power pack are considered
as one unit with one emergency stop.
Conjet has always connected the robot and pump with
a cable in order to immediately shut down the machine and

water pump with the emergency stop, no
matter where the operator stands.
Conjet has also developed a patented,
wireless connection between the robot and the
high-pressure pump to facilitate work for the operator
and maintaining safety with the emergency stop for the
complete system as one unit.

The diesel powered and compact
Conjet robot 557.

Diamond tools
Made in Germany
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EFFICIENCY�BOOSTING PRODUCTS • 100+ EDUCATION SEMINARS • LIVE DEMOS
EXCITING COMPETITIONS

Everything starts at World of Concrete. It’s the industry’s only annual
international event dedicated to the commercial concrete and
masonry industries. And, it jumpstarts each new year by supplying you
with the latest innovations, expert know-how and best new products
to finish your work faster, better and more profitably. From the start of
each job to its successful completion—we’ve got you covered.

START NOW.
www.worldofconcrete.com

FEBRUARY 2-5, 2016
SEMINARS: FEBRUARY 1-5
LAS VEGAS CONVENTION CENTER

LAS VEGAS, NV, USA
A selected participant in the
International Buyer Program

In addition to Conjet’s water recycling system,
where hydrodemolition wastewater is recycled back to
the pump, the company has added the stainless steel
water treatment system, CWS 610 and 620. It has its
own buoyancy so it can float inside the container or
sludge containing vessel. After treating the slurry water
in the separation unit, the amount of suspended material drops to 79mg/l.
Conjet’s latest water-cooled and air-cooled Power
Packs offer reduced sound level and improved fuel
consumption.
With the new air-cooled technology, Conjet has
reduced fuel consumption by 4% to 5% and sound pressure level stays at 69dB(A). With the new water-cooled
system fuel consumption has been reduced by 7%-8%
and sound pressure level to 64dB(A).

So, how can the industry get together to work
towards European standards on working methods to
comply with EU safety and environment legislation?
“If we don’t agree upon and propose standards
of methods and quality ourselves in the industry, the
European Commission is going to do that for us and
imply regulations on us, so we have to act now,” said
EWJI manager Jose Blanco.
For example, how should companies in this business be accredited? How should workers be qualified
and certified?
The questions came up for debate and suggestions
on how to proceed came from the UK Water Jetting
Association and the Dutch association, SIR.
“As a whole, this is quite a young industry. So
young that we do not consider ourselves an industry,
but more part of the construction business. And we are
very creative to develop more tools and methods, but
we need to get them certified and consider ourselves as
a good industry where safety comes first,” said Blanco.

Pump cage with two cyclones for treatment of up to
300l/min and CO2 for Ph adjustment.

Water jet conference on European standards

Conjet has developed a patented wireless connection
and control box between the robot and the highpressure pump for increased safety.

In the European hydrodemolition and water jetting
industry there is a wide conscientious that stricter
regulations on environment and safety are coming rather
sooner than later.
That was also the main focus on the water jetting
forum Towards European Standards that was held in
Brussels on 14 October. The event was organised by
the European Water Jetting Institute in cooperation
with national water jetting associations and several
water jetting equipment manufacturers and contractors.

After treating the water in the separation unit, the
amount of suspended material has dropped to 79mg/l.

Air cooled
super silenced
Power Pack
technology by
Conjet.
Pump cage with one cyclone for water treatment up
to 150l/min.
The water jetting forum Towards European Standards was
organised by the European Water Jetting Institute in cooperation with national water jetting associations and several water
jetting equipment manufacturers and contractors.

From the right: Jose Blanco, manager of EWJI, Maria Esteban,
EWJI administration and Maria Celeste Simões, Under Pressure
Technologies, Portugal.
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CUTTING WITH CONFIDENCE
at Dublin Airport
Building and maintaining crucial infrastructure at
places like airports, highways and defence establishments
requires top of the line equipment. When Allied Infrastructure Management carried out a major joint sealing

replacement project at Dublin Airport, a Husqvarna FS
7000 D floor saw was their natural choice.
Husqvarna machinery is often used in complicated
building and construction projects where it is a necessity

that the equipment can handle extensive and intensive
use. That proved true when Allied Infrastructure Management, a well renowned specialist maintenance and
civil engineering contractor in the UK, was to replace
more than 32,000m of old joint sealing at Dublin Airport in a 10-12 week timeframe.
Due to constant ongoing operations at the airport,
the work could only be done in short duration closures in which the production had to be constant and
high. “Working at an international airport is always a
demanding job, with limited access time on the night
shift. We needed to be able to maximise our possession
time on site, and to ensure that we remained on track
we invested in a new reliable saw, the modern FS 7000
D from Husqvarna,” said Allied Infrastructure Management business development and key account manager
Tricia Green.
With the help of FS 7000 D, the crew could quickly
remove the old sealant and were able to accurately cut the
new joints and add a new cold applied fuel resistant sealant.
“Our cutting operative, who was the first Allied employee
to use the new saw, found the digital depth control gave him
complete confidence in achieving the required cutting depth
of 50mm. The revised design of the saw, the electric tracking
and display system, and the wheel placement with the saw,
allowed our operative to see exactly where he was cutting
and ensured that the saw cutting was straight,” said Green.
Allied Infrastructure Management work on all the
civil airports in the UK and on a number of highway
projects. When looking to enhance their saw cutting
capabilities they set out to find a saw that could be
used both on asphalt and concrete. “It was key that the
new saw was powerful yet fuel efficient, capable of high
production, easy to manoeuvre, reliable and able to meet
the Tier 4/Stage IIIB regulations,” said Green. “With the
results we have achieved at Dublin we are certain our
decision to buy FS 7000 D was the right one.”

Tight deadline required
Husqvarna robot
The Swedish drilling and demolition company Göteborgs Rivteam in Gothenburg turned to Husqvarna
for help when demolishing the floor of a large industrial building. “The DXR 300 demolition robot
really helped us make our deadline,” said Göteborgs
Rivteam foreman Jimmy Johansson.
A 13,000m2 concrete floor in the building in
Arendal had to be demolished in eight weeks. ”We
already had one demolition robot assigned for the
job, but soon realised that we needed an additional
unit to be able to meet our deadline,” said Johansson.
Göteborgs Rivteam turned to Husqvarna, to
provide a DXR 300 demolition robot equipped with
an Atlas Copco’s SB 302 hydraulic breaker to work
through the hard, 150mm to 250mm thick fibre
reinforced concrete. The DXR 300 was smaller than
the other robot, but ideal to use near walls and pillars.
”It fitted our needs and although a larger machine
could have provided even higher output, they are
also bigger and clumsier to work with. The DXR 300
delivers excellent power for its size, and it’s so easy to
handle,” said Johansson. ”Husqvarna provides great
service, we feel safe using their machines since we
know that if something goes wrong, help is always
just a phone call away.”
”The DXR 300 is very versatile and can be used
in almost any kind of demolition, which is not the
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case with bigger robots that are mostly suited for
special projects,” said Husqvarna Construction Products global product specialist Micke Dahl. “When a
company buys a DXR 300 they use it continuously
on site after site, which means they get great value
on their investment. The excellent power-to-weight
ratio of the DXR 300 also makes the machine easy to
use in a wide range of places at a demolition site. A
larger demolition robot can mostly be used on ground
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floors, but the DXR 300 can easily be lifted for use
on higher levels in a building.”
On the Arendal working site, the Husqvarna machine also proved to be the most reliable. “The other
machine broke down during the final stretch, so we had
to work double shifts in the end. Only using the DXR
300 was quite intense,” said Johansson. The DXR 300 was
in use for about 550h in Arendal and worked flawlessly
all the way through.

A railway bridge was demolished in central Finland
using a MEP Breaker. Work started at 6am on a
Saturday morning and was finished in the afternoon.
This was required as trains had to be stopped during
the work.

New concrete breaker
from Finland

Finnish manufacturer MEP Steel has introduced a new
type of breaking tool. The machine is a drop-hammer
type of breaker designed for heavy-duty demolition
of structures and materials but primarily for breaking
concrete. The breaker separates the steel reinforcing
bars and makes the pulverizing process much faster
and more efficient.
The breaker concept offers many advantages over
other demolition systems. Foremost, the machine
can be mounted on 45t excavators and is particularly
suitable for operations in places where blasting is not
possible.
The machine is a tube containing a drop weight. The
weight is lifted hydraulically inside the tube and released
for breaking the object by the impact of free fall. One
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cycle only takes a few seconds. There are several sizes of
the breaker, from 9t to 19.5t but all can be mounted on
45t excavators. The drop weight varies from 4t to 10t.
The MEP Breaker offers several further advantages.
It is a cost-efficient piece of machinery, because there is
no need to invest in heavy equipment. It also decreases
the stress to the excavator boom and to the hydraulic
system, since there are no beating elements compared
to other mechanisms.
Another important feature is the structure of the
launching mechanism of the drop weight. While the
lifting cable is located outside of the tube, the plate and
the trigger of the launching mechanism are inside, which
makes the system simpler and more effective to use.
Furthermore, the system is constructed so that
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A section of a four-lane road bridge was
demolished due to a major road tunnel project
in Tampere, Finland.

there are no hoses inside the tube, which results in no
leaks of hydraulic oil. Also the working environment for
the operator is optimal due to very low vibration and
noise effects. This way any complaints from bystanders
are minimized.
The breaker concept was originally designed by a
Finnish contractor who needed that type of a machine,
but was not able to find anything available on the
market. So they designed and manufactured the first
prototype, which worked to their satisfaction. However,
they concluded that since their company was not specialized in manufacturing, they searched for a partner.
They found MEP Steel who took over the product and
has designed several improvements and enlarged the
range to three sizes.
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Fiskars expands
with striking tools

BROKK’S NEW PRODUCT RANGE
Brokk, the world’s leading supplier of demolition robots, is launching a
completely new product range called Brokk Ex. These explosion protected
machines are designed for use in hazardous environments, such as oil and
gas industries, underground industries and other environments where there is
risk of explosive gas being present.
The Brokk Ex range is available for all sizes of
Brokk machines, from the compact Brokk 60 to
the Brokk 800. These machines are designed to be
safely operated in environments where explosive
gas might be present. The machines have the same
industry-leading performance and can use the same
broad range of powerful attachments as the standard
Brokk machines.
The Brokk Ex machines are classified up to
Equipment class 3G IIA T3, according to the ATEX
1994/9/EC directive. This means that they can be
used in what the ATEX directive calls “Zone 2”,
where explosive gas, vapour or mist is not likely
to occur in normal operation, but could occur for
short periods of time.
“This is an exciting new step for Brokk. We
have received an increasing number of requests
for explosion proof machines, where customers
want to take the unique compact and flexible
performance of Brokk machines to these kinds
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of hazardous areas,” said Brokk chief executive
Martin Krupicka.
The Brokk Ex machines are especially interesting for applications within oil and gas, mining and
tunnelling industries, as well as applications in other
hazardous and potentially explosive environments.
All the benefits of Brokk machines that are taken
for granted, such as compact size, powerful attachments, flexibility of the three-boom system, precise
remote operation, and more are now available in
these hazardous environments. Designed to tackle a
wide range of different demolition tasks, the Brokk
Ex machine brings safety, efficiency and versatility
to almost any job.
“Yet again, this shows Brokk’s dedication to
continue push the boundaries of what is possible to
do with demolition robots,” said Krupicka. “Over
the last few years, we have added to the versatility of
Brokk machines by introducing new attachments.
Now we add a whole new area of operation.”
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Fiskars has introduced a new 15 model line of IsoCore
striking tools, which includes hammers, sledge hammers, mauls and picks.
Fiskars’ patented IsoCore shock control system
absorbs strike shock and vibration. The tools feature an
insulation sleeve, which captures the initial shock caused
by the strike before it reaches the user and a dual-layer
handle captures any lingering vibration. Fiskars’ IsoCore
hammers claim to deliver four-times less shock and the
IsoCore club, sledge and maul have proven to deliver
two-times less shock than competitive tools. The sledge
and club hammers are designed with a wedged demolition face that concentrates force for up to five times
more power than traditional designs and directs debris
to the sides, not back to the user.
The development was a joint effort between the
Fiskars Americas and Fiskars EMEA engineering teams,
and the tools have been tested in collaboration with
industry experts including Sims Vibration Laboratories.
The IsoCore tools feature a handle that has been
optimized to maximize comfort and control, while providing versatile hand positioning. The Softgrip sculpted
handle profile is designed to fit the natural shape of a
user’s hand comfortably.

TUNISIA QUARRY
LOYAL TO CASE

The quarry Les Carrières de L’Ariana, a family
business in the Raoued-Ariana region of Tunisia,
purchased its first Case 821 wheeled loader in
1989. Founder Mohamed Djelassi was pleased
with its performance and the support from Case
dealer Sotradies, that the company still remains
loyal to the brand and dealer. The Case 821 is still
working and has clocked up 67,000h and is now
supported by four other Case wheeled loaders in
the quarry.
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Concrete Cutting Tools and Tips
Ground penetrating radar can save money and avoid hazardous
conditions on job sites
By Bruno Silla, GSSI

Despite the proven importance of identifying metal targets and electrical lines
before cutting into concrete, every day
there are stories about mishaps that happen when the necessary reconnaissance is
not done. In this article, a few firms that
provide concrete scanning services weigh
in on the critical importance of locating
embedded and or buried obstructions by
scanning for these features using ground
penetrating radar. Also offered are tips for
selecting the best GPR equipment and
best practices for using GPR to gather
subsurface data.

Non-destructive technologies
Non-destructive testing methods are
greatly preferred for locating buried metal
targets or electrical conduits in existing
structures. For decades, X-ray technology
was the predominant non-destructive
technique used to locate and identify
embedded targets. While concrete X-ray
technology is still useful in some rare
cases, concrete scanning using GPR has
overtaken X-ray technology. It is now
seen as the most efficient process to be
used when trying to locate rebar, posttension cables, or conduits in concrete
prior to concrete cutting or any other
destructive procedures.
GPR technology is not radioactive
and allows personnel to work quickly, efficiently, and accurately in real-time. Unlike X-ray technology, concrete imaging
equipment can locate targets and their
depths safely, without the need to vacate
the site. In addition, X-ray technology is
very expensive to purchase, whereas most
GPR equipment is affordable and much
easier to use.
Emily Hammer, of Chicago-based
Hard Rock Technologies, said that scan-
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ning concrete using GPR helps with
problem solving and avoiding potential
problems. Hard Rock uses GPR to locate
structural reinforcement and anomalies
in and under the slab, as well as for void
detection, and locating conduits. The
firm’s work has included investigations
for a major federal building, the Willis
Tower, the John Hancock Tower, and
Wrigley Field.
“Scanning concrete with GPR may
cause some minor delays, but it results in
a better product and avoids much longer
delays that would happen from hitting a
water main or causing a conduit to shut
off. It also helps avoid the cost of damaged structure and pipes and the time
spent repairing them,” said Hammer.

What’s at stake?
If embedded or buried obstructions are
hit during concrete cutting, the results
can be disastrous. Cutting rebar that is
strengthening the slab steel beam structure could cause damage, or even cause
the structure to fall. Cutting electrical
conduit can result in a job shut down or
cause serious injuries.
Take the examples offered by Matt
Aston of Ground Penetrating Radar
Systems, located in Toledo, Ohio, which
uses ground penetrating technology to
provide information on utilities, materials, and other obstructions in or under
structures. Aston said that he recently
got an urgent call from a customer who
was working at a manufacturing facility
outside of Detroit. “He told me that they
were 3m to 5m feet into a 15m to 20m
foot long trench and had just cut through
a bank of 480V electrical conduits. The
operator got stuck on the saw for about 3s
before the breaker tripped and the power
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was cut off. Luckily, he was okay, except
for being a little sore.”
At another site a concrete cutting firm used a jackhammer to break
through a wall to cap a pipeline the line.
Unfortunately, on the other side of the
wall was an electrical closet. The 1.2m
square area contained about 25 electrical
conduits running through it, which were
all broken or destroyed. The hospital had
to shut down the power to the kitchen for
the 400-bed hospital and make catering
arrangements for meals before power
was restored.
“The hospital president called me
to a meeting to ask what it would have
cost to scan the area,” said Aston. “I told
him it would have cost in the range of
$600-700 (€540 to 630). Instead, their
spending for electrical repairs and food
was around €180,000.”

Selecting the right equipment
GPR equipment for scanning concrete
takes a beating, so it must be durable and
rugged. It should also be easy to use, with
an intuitive and bright display and high
image resolution.
For example, New Jersey based
Atlantic Subsurface Imaging uses the
SIR-4000 high-performance GPR data
acquisition system coupled with a GSSI
400MHz antenna to locate underground
utilities and obstructions to a maximum
depth of 2.4m. Results can be given to
a client immediately to avoid damaging
underground utilities and machinery
along with preventing injuries to workers
while excavating.
Designed to operate with both
analog and digital antennas, the fully
integrated equipment made by GSSI
provides a simple user interface, plug-

and-play GPS integration, and WiFi
enabled data transfer capabilities. GSSI
president and owner Nancy Walker said
that the system was selected because of
its higher resolution, advanced filters,
and weather resistant design Also GSSI
is a member of the Concrete Sawing
and Drilling Association that is looking
to promote the use of non-destructive
testing methods for concrete imaging.
Matt Aston of GPRS explains
that his firm uses a variety of antennas,
depending upon the application. For
concrete services, the firm primarily uses
a 1600MHz antenna in conjunction with
GSSI’s SIR-3000 and SIR-4000.
They also have about 20 of GSSI’s
StructureScan Mini, an all-in-one GPR
system for concrete inspection. The
lightweight hand held system locates rebar,
conduits, post-tension cables, and voids,
and can be used to determine concrete slab
thickness in real-time. It locates metallic
and non-metallic targets within concrete
structures up to a depth of 508mm. The
system incorporates an auto target feature
that marks the detection of features of
interest. This function also estimates the
depth of targets and automatically adjusts
the depth scale. The StructureScan Mini
is also offered in a 3D version.
GPRS also has sixteen 2000MHz
Palm antennas for concrete work. For
applications where they need to see a
little deeper underground, they use a
variety of antenna frequencies, ranging
from 400MHz to 200MHz.
Emily Hammer of Hard Rock Technologies uses the SIR-3000 with multiple antennas. They use the 1600MHz
antenna for real-time scanning with no
filters for most construction work. The
2000MHz Palm antenna is used when
the customer is cutting or drilling close
to a wall or on beams.

Tips and best practices
Prior to concrete cutting, use GPR to determine the location and depth of rebar,
conduit, and any other obstructions. This
information allows the operator to know
what can be cut, the depth of the cut, and
what locations to avoid.

“If you aren’t using GPR, you are in
danger of cutting reinforcement,” said
Walker. “Conduit is cut all the time and
rebar is cut in steel beam structures. Using GPR solves a lot of those problems
and is becoming more of the norm,
especially in the past three years. We’ve
been encountering more and more
clients requiring GPR because it is part
of a specification calling for scanning
to be done before any concrete cutting
is done.”
Matt Aston of GPRS also affirms
the necessity of using GPR. “There are
other methods to help identify subsurface features, but I don’t believe there is
anything more dependable or consistent
than using GPR to see into the concrete
structure and to clearly define the paths
and locations of buried features that no
contractor wants to encounter during
drilling operations. It would be foolish to
proceed with drilling or digging operations without first hiring a qualified GPR
service provider. There are just too many
risks that are associated with those types
of operations. For a low fee that risk can
be substantially reduced and in some
cases eliminated.”
There is growing support for the
industry-wide training/certification programme being developed by the American Society for Nondestructive Testing
and the CSDA over the past few years.

The programme will codify the practices
for cutting contractors to provide owners,
architects, engineers, general contractors,
and government officials with a valuable
pre-qualification tool that acknowledges
sound business practices.
Nancy Walker is a huge proponent
of the new proposed CSDA standards,
saying they promote professionalism in
concrete cutting. “The certification application process gave us an opportunity
to do a self-assessment in areas such as
safety, training, quality control, customer
satisfaction, and compliance management,” said Walker. “Overall, the CSDA
company certification has resulted in a
more professional approach across the
company and a greater sense of pride
taken by all for the work they and the
company are accomplishing.”
Walker explains that among other
items, proposed standards will include
concrete scanning best practices that can
be used when developing a scope of work
that requires concrete cutting.
Emily Hammer affirms the need
to develop national standards, noting
that for the past three years she has
been working on updating imaging best
practices and incorporating them into
CSDA industry standards. As co-chair
of the CSDA Imaging Committee, she
and other imaging contractors have been
fine-tuning the document,

Hammer said that her firm already
uses the practices outlined in the
CSDA’s Ground Penetrating Radar for
Concrete Imaging and recommends
others adopt the guidance. Also recommended is use of CSDA’s Depiction/
Marking of Existing Subsurface Embedments, which provides an overview
and methodology for properly marking
out embedments found with GPR.
The guidance includes the preferred
marking colour, use of any temporary
marks, marking of exclusion zones on
either side of GPR scanning areas, and
how to mark depths.
Another tip for concrete cutters is to
maintain good communication with the
imaging contractor to avoid misinterpretations of data.
“Without the GPR, it’s just a concrete floor, but with the GPR equipment
we are able to gather the data and transfer
it onto the slab in a way that communicates what is going on in the slab,”
said Hammer. “Then we communicate
verbally with the contractor on what the
marks mean. This may cause a changed
layout or confirm that the original location was acceptable.”
There must be communication
between the two on what the markings
mean because there is not yet a standardized marking system. “My marks look
different from another contractor’s.
CSDA is also trying to standardize the
markings, but even when that is done,
communication would still be important
so all parties have an understanding of
what is going on,” said Hammer.
Concrete cutting firms need to
know the location of rebar, posttension cables, and conduits within
concrete structures prior to drilling,
cutting, coring, trenching, or digging.
Not doing so opens up the firms and
their customers to damage claims and
potential safety hazards. Using GPR,
and following CSDA’s imaging standards, is the best way to avoid delays
and ensure safety.
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Demolition of 45m2 of concrete and
rock for a drainage channel.

The Diamantbohr equipment at the Austrian boarder for control.

RESTORATION OF THE ARLBERG ROAD TUNNEL
The near 14km long Arlberg Road Tunnel between St.
Anton in the Tyrol and Vorarlberg in Langen is the longest
single tube road tunnel in Austria. It is the only winter safe
east west link between Tyrol and Vorarlberg and carries
about 8,000 vehicles/day. After 35 years of operation, all
electrical equipment, as well as the road drainage and fire
fighting water lines were updated, 37 additional escape
routes and eight other lay-bys added during the €160M
upgrade. The first phase was competed in October and
the second phase will take place during 2017.

The co-operation partners Jäger Bau, Bemo Tunneling and Hinteregger, which carried out the tunnelling
works, awarded the sawing and drilling and demolition
work to the Diamantbohr Group. For the tight deadline
Diamantbohr gathered employees and inventory from
its workshops in Switzerland, Germany and Austria.
A large number of specialized equipment was needed
for the project. For the expansion of the false ceiling a
special mobile wall saw was designed at the company’s
own workshop.

In addition to the work inside the tunnel, Diamantbohr Group has also received sawing and drilling work
on the outside of the tunnel, which was carried out by
the Diamantbohr branch in St. Gallen.
Employees of Diamantbohr Group completed the
first stage of the sawing, drilling and demolition in late
August. The next step of the tunnel renovation will start
in 2017. The tunnel will close for the second part in the
project and involve employees from the Diamantbohr
Group in Switzerland, Germany and Austria.

Performing the Lawless Loader challenge.

2015 Rodeo International Final

event with operators competing against each other in
an ultimate bull-riding test on the ‘Mechanical Bull’.
The third member of the Swedish team participating in Paris was Stefan Moberg from Häv & Gräv
i Östergötland while Robin Aldén from the Swedish
Case dealership, Maskinia, was the team tutor.

For the second year running, Janne Ensio Leppånen
from Finland was overall winner of the 2015 Case
Rodeo International Final, the annual competition
for the best Case construction equipment operators.
Leppånen emerged victorious from over 43
highly skilled operators representing 18 European
countries and won a trip for two to the US.

loader, competitors had to take, one by one, five balls
placed on five bases at different distances and score as
many baskets as possible.
James Binks from the UK won the backhoe challenge by scoring five baskets in the shortest time. Third
place went to the Norwegian operator, Alf Taskdal.

Nordic prevalence

UK best team

Annual event

The best team also came from the UK, where James
Binks was accompanied by his colleagues, Richard
Christians and Karl Owen.
Janne Hirsikangas’ son, Niklas Rydholm, also a
skilful operator at Gräv & Schakt, won the special

Case Construction has for several years arranged
the Case Rodeo, where the Case dealerships around
Europe can form a team to represent their respective
countries. The final is held each year at the Case
Customer Centre in Monthyon, just outside Paris.

Sweden’s best operator, Janne Hirsikangas, owner of
the construction company Gräv & Schakt in Motala,
came second in the in the competition challenge ‘Big
Thunder Backhoe Test’, where using a 695ST backhoe
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TOWER OF STRENGTH
The Glasgow skyline today is unrecognisable from the
tower block-strewn cityscape of 10 years ago. And while
the demolition companies responsible for the removal of
these high-rise relics of the past might have varied, C&D
Consultancy’s low-key, behind-the-scenes support has
been a common thread throughout.
When three of the tower blocks that
make up Glasgow’s Tarfside Oval were
felled by controlled implosion on 24
September 2015, principal contractor
Dem-Master and explosive demolition specialist Safedem rightly shared
the media headline glory. While such
plaudits are unquestionably justified,
both companies readily admit a debt of
gratitude to a single demolition consultancy beavering away in the background.
C&D Consultancy, the brainchild
of former Institute of Demolition Engineers’ president John Woodward, has well
over 30 Glasgow tower block demolition
projects under its belt. Yet the company
doesn’t pre-weaken blocks; it doesn’t
charge them with explosives; it doesn’t
drive a high reach excavator; and it does
not carry out top down deconstruction.
Nevertheless, in the past seven years, the
company has played a pivotal role in
major projects employing each of these
techniques, working with the likes of
Coleman and Company, Dem-Master,
Safedem and Technical Demolition
Services (TDS).

The Water Carrier
The company’s services range from prescribed CDM co-ordination and Principal Designer duties and client liaison to
less tangible but no less vital support in
the form of advisor-cum-sounding board.
“Chelsea manager Jose Mourinho
once famously described Didier Deschamps as a water carrier. But it wasn’t
meant as an insult. He was highlighting the fact the Deschamps did the
unglamorous work on a football field
that allowed the more skilful and creative
players to do what they do best,” C&D’s
Mike Kehoe says. “C&D Consultancy
is a water carrier. We could not hope to
blow down a tower block with the skill
and precision of the team at Safedem or
to high reach a block as well as DemMaster. But by doing what we do, we
allow those companies to focus upon
what they do best.”
A Greater Understanding
A key part of C&D’s role is helping
clients gain a greater understanding of
the demolition process. A good example
of this is the care taken when initially
helping design an exclusion zone prior
to the controlled explosive demolition
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of a tower block. “The British Standard
prescribes an exclusion zone but beyond
the zone is the presence of neighbouring
houses, underground services, railway
lines, roads, rivers or other potential
obstructions,” explains Mike Kehoe.
“When we walk an exclusion zone perimeter with a contractor’s client, it often
takes more than four hours because, as a
team, we understand key considerations
like road diversions and rail closures,
evacuation and relocation of people and
their pets, air traffic control concerns,
police support on the ground and in the
air, and perimeter security. There are a
thousand and one items that need to be
considered before a demolition contractor even sets foot on the site”.

Top Down Way
Having assisted on tried and tested tower
block demolition methodologies, C&D
Consultancy has also played a pivotal role
in Safedem’s pioneering use of the Italiandeveloped Top Down Way system. The
company has provided training to the
Italian workers that man the system to
ensure that they understand the requirements of UK legislation, has helped
facilitate the Health and Safety Executive’s understanding of the system for
use in the UK, and has produced scores
of manuals, risk assessments and fire and
rescue plans to allow both Safedem and
the system’s developer – Italian demolition contractor Despe – to concentrate
upon the controlled deconstruction of
two tower blocks in the midst of a live
housing estate.

Out of Sight
In October 2015, when Safedem carried
out Europe’s biggest-ever controlled
explosive demolition to fell the six remaining blocks at Glasgow’s Red Road,
media focused upon the skill with which
Safedem carried out this momentous
project. When Safedem’s managing
director William Sinclair hit the button
to start to blast sequence, the C&D team
were at his shoulder, as has been for the
past seven years.
However, their name did not appear
on the side of the building or in the
newspaper reports the day after the blast.
And that suits them just fine. After all,
they’re just the water carriers.
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Chain sawing at high frequency

D-DRILL HELPS WITH CREATION OF CYCLE PATHS
A new machine called D-Kerb to help with
the creation of cycle paths, has played a major role in a new route opening in London.
Invented by D-Drill managing director Julie
White it can cut kerbs at 45° insitu cutting
out waste, increasing efficiency and saves
money ordering new kerbs.
The machine has been used on a
series of highways in London including
cutting several sections of kerb as part of a
6km cycle route on St. George’s Circle on
behalf of Transport for London.
The angled cut means reduced impact and cuts down injuries for cyclists.
“We are thrilled to be playing such a
major part in the new drive to create a
cycle-friendly London,” said White. “I
am so pleased that the D-Kerb has been

In the Rotterdam Zoo at Blijdorp,
Netherlands multiple renovation projects
are going on to restore and upgrade old
buildings and animal habitats.
Part of the restoration included a
sandstone sculpture, which was fixed
at a height of 12m on an old chimney.
The sculpture was placed on a 800mm
concrete pedestal, which had to be cut to
release the sculpture with a crane.
Various cutting options and methods were considered for the task. The
Benelux Pentruder dealer Adamas

suggested the use of the new Pentruder
CW630 High Frequency diamond
chainsaw. The lightweight design and
the 9 kW power favoured the chainsaw
to be the perfect cutting method for
the job.
The actual cutting took place from a
small working platform suspended by a
crane. The sculpture was released within
10min as the Pentruder HF chainsaw cut
the concrete like butter.
The sculpture is being restored and
will be replaced in the summer of 2016.

received so well by the industry. When
I was first approached, I presumed
there would be something like it on the
market, but when I carried out some
research there wasn’t. I decided, with
the help of my father and founder of
D-Drill, Peter White, that we’d invent
something and it’s fantastic to see it in
operation. Transport for London are
extremely pleased with the work we
have done so far.”
Once the cuts have been made
to the kerbs, the D-Drill team uses
a special vapour blasting machine,
sourced from the US, to give the kerbs
an authentic, textured edge to ensure
the aesthetics are maintained with the
rest of the highway.
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FLOOR CUTTERS
SETTING TRENDS IN PERFORMANCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Compact construction, refined company and high performance are the results of decades of research and development. Top quality
and a great price/performance ratio characterize the entire product line of LISSMAC floor cutters, from small electrical floor cutters
up to the sensor-controlled high-tech unit.

more information: www.lissmac.com
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MOTORWAY WORK FOR HITACHI EXCAVATORS
Ten Hitachi short-tail swing excavators have been
working on the M3 smart motorway project in the
counties of Hampshire and Surrey in England. Eight
ZX135US-5 and ZX225USLC-5 excavators owned
by Skyland Drainage Contractors, and a further two
ZX225USLC-5s owned by Davey Civils, have been
employed on the subcontractors’ drainage works.
“Our Hitachi machines are very reliable and easy to
maintain,” said Skyland Drainage Contractors director
Dan O’Brien. “Operators love Hitachi excavators, as they
have spacious and comfortable cabs, and are also easy
and smooth to drive. The resale value of the machines
after three or four years is also better than other brands.”

The zero-tail swing of the two ZX225USLC-5
excavators is a particular advantage for drainage and
pipeline projects. “They make it easier and safer to
work in confined spaces, such as the side of a busy
motorway like the M3,” said Davey Civils director
William Blake.
An estimated 130,000 journeys are made on
the M3 daily, which links south-west London to
Southampton and is set to increase by 30% over
the coming years. The €180M smart motorway
scheme will increase capacity, reduce congestion
and shorten journey times by up to 15% between
junctions 2 and 4a.

Baier’s BDN125 dustfree channel cutting

Baier’s new and patented dust suction unit BND
125 allows the removal of all dust thanks to a
patented tailor-made direct dust suction, the
company claims.
Weighing 3.6kg it is powered by 1.7kW
motor and is believed to be the strongest channel
cutter in this category.

www.baier-tools.com

Atlas Copco’s hydraulic
attachment guide
Hydraulic attachments are an essential part of almost
every mechanized task in most applications. These
products can be found on every construction and
demolition site.
The guide covers almost every type of hydraulic
attachment currently in everyday use, the carriers on
which they are mounted, and the methods of adaptation used to mount them. Presented to give a customer/
user perspective, the information is not limited to Atlas
Copco products.
The last section is an informative application guide,
which examines the use of hydraulic attachments and
carriers in quarrying and mining, tunnelling, demolition
and recycling, general construction and civil engineering, as well as special applications, such as dredging and
underwater demolition.
For the majority of applications Atlas Copco has a
hydraulic attachment in its wide range.

LATEST KOBELCO MACHINES
for Europe
The latest Kobelco Generation 10 excavators are now available in Europe through
the company’s dealer network. The SK260LC-10/SK260NLC-10 is the next Kobelco
conventional excavator to comply with Stage 4 of the exhaust emissions regulations.
Compared to previous Generation 9 equivalent
model, S-mode (normal work) fuel consumption
has decreased by 9%, while Eco-mode sees a 10%
reduction. This is further enhanced with a 5% productivity improvement in H-mode operation. One
of the main contributors to improved fuel consumption is the implementation of a new engine-cooling
fan that requires less operating energy to reduce
engine workload.
SK260LC-10/SK260NLC-10, powered by Hino
engines, carry the very latest in clean technology
by incorporating diesel oxidisation catalyst and the
combination of selective catalyst reduction and diesel
particulate filter. These key systems reduce the amount
of DEF/AdBlue fluid consumption used in the post

exhaust gas system, which also reduces the effects of
particulate matter discharge and ensures Stage 4 emissions regulations are complied with. The reduction of
nitrous oxide by approximately 88% further enhances
the machines’ environmental credentials.
Serviceability on the new Generation 10
SK260LC-10/SK260NLC-10 is improved. The
upper deck has a revised layout with easy access to
the engine compartment. Other updates include
new compact and easily replaceable canister-type
hydraulic oil return filter, a new fuel filter and a
new reinforced air cleaner element. Operator-read
diagnostics via the cabin monitor help to ensure
work continuity.

www.kobelco-europe.com
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Bigger, better,

BOLDER BAUMA
IN AFRICA

Following the success of Bauma Africa 2013, the second continental
showpiece for the mining and construction industries set its sights
much higher with an expanding number of related activities converging
to provide more related exhibition and conference opportunities.
Now called Bauma Conexpo Africa 2015 it provided
exhibitors the opportunity to showcase their products
and new technologies over four days in September at the
Johannesburg Expo Centre in South Africa’s principal
economic province of Gauteng.
The opening addresses preceded conferences, exhibits, demonstrations and opportunities for business
connection facilitation and making connections for
immediate or future deals.

There were air displays and dancing used by
organisers and companies to make the event and the
revealing of new vehicles, machinery and products on
the 68,000m2 of external and internal exhibition space
offered to 20,000 visitors.
Within the southern-African economic context,
this international trade fair for construction machinery, building material machines, mining machines and
construction vehicles, is a vitally important window

for all nations in the Southern African Development
Community, which boasts four of the top 10 recipients
of direct foreign investment in Africa.
To emphasise that Bauma Conexpo Africa 2015 is
not just for South Africa, but more a gateway for the
entire region, the opening address by the Gauteng economic development MEC Lebogang Maile was followed
by the Zambian minister of transport, works, supply
and communications, Yamfwa Mukanga. Zambia is
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TUNNELING
CONSTRUCTION
MINING
NUCLEAR
PROCESS
CEMENT

UNBEATABLE
PERFORMANCE
Nobody beats Brokk when it comes to demolition at reconstructions or renovations of residential,
commercial or industrial facilities. This remote-controlled, electric powerhouse combines
impressive hitting power with an outstanding reach, while the operator works at a safe distance
from vibrations and falling debris.
Brokk is so light that it can work even on weak floors. So clever that it can take the stairs (or the
elevator) between floors. So effective that you see the difference on the bottom line. In each project.

Brokk AB | Skellefteå, Sweden | +46 (0)910 711 800 | www.brokk.com

AQUA CUTTER

Cutting Edge Hydrodemolition
Meet the AQUA CUTTER family at aquajet.se

We can’t describe our
AQUA CUTTER robots in
any other way. They
are simply the most
versatile and advanced
Hydrodemolition products
on the market. That’s why
we are the market leader.

a landlocked country whose economy is mining and
agriculture intensive, and with strong logistical ties to
its neighbours it relies on routes to reach the markets
for its commodities and agricultural exports.
Both of these government members emphasised
that, despite a range of challenges facing regional economies, the world recognises that Africa has a lot to offer.
They stressed that Pan-Africanism will require important
cross-border trade and co-operation to maximise its
return on this interest in mining its vast mineral wealth.
“Partnering for growth is the underlying objective
of Bauma Conexpo Africa, and decision-makers in the
mining and construction sectors were afforded a unique
opportunity to network with industry players from
across the continent,” said Bauma Conexpo Africa chief
executive officer Elaine Crewe.
This year’s event was well represented by African contributors to conference discussions as well as exhibitors.
Running alongside Bauma Conexpo Africa was the
IFAT Environmental Technology Forum Africa. IFAT is
the largest environment technology show in the world.
It is developing alongside Bauma Conexpo events internationally as environmental concerns become more
prevalent in many countries.
The managing director of Messe Munschen, which
organises Bauma Conexpo in China, India, Turkey and

South Africa, narrowed down the relevance of environmental issues for demolition which IFAT addresses. He
said that in any sort of demolition where there is water
to be used, such as dust control, there will be a need for
treatment. There is also a strong emphasis on solutions
for recycling, separating it carefully and then trying to
bring it back into the whole process.
Another first at this year’s show was South Africa’s
pre-eminent construction body dovetailing its annual
congress with it over two days. Master Builders South
Africa brought the cream of South African, southern
African and other international private and public
sector visitors to its congress, with the added value of
access to view latest products and services relevant to
construction.
Then of course, there were the new products.
SDLG launched its B877 backhoe loader to African
markets after huge success in the Middle East. Local
favourite Bell Equipment included a pre-production
E-series large articulated dumptruck. It also displayed
its partner products, including the Bomag MPH 364.
Pan Mixers South Africa launched four products
for the pre-cast sector, a concrete roof-tile manufacturing plant, concrete batching plants and in-situ floor
grinding and polishing and HTC tooling combinations.
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Meijer Diamond Tools
Loohorst 8
7207BM Zutphen
The Netherlands
Phone: +31 (0)313 659555
Mobile: +31 (0)6 51610977
info@meije
info@meijertool.nl

MEIJER DIAMOND TOOLS
Drill stands

Segments

Accessories

Vacuum pump
Drill segments
“Newtech” 12 mm
The best drill segment
at the moment!

Drill stands with modular
system, one key solution!

Segments for
wall sawing,
floor sawing and
hollow core slabs

www.meijertools.nl

Quici lift

ATLAS COPCO ASSISTS WITH BRIDGE DEMOLITION
Atlas Copco demolition equipment has played a key
role in the overnight demolition of a reinforced concrete
bridge over the Autobahn 8 between Merklingen and
Nellingen in Southern Germany. In addition to demolition grippers, breakers and pulverisers an HM 2000
hydraulic magnet was employed to sort the demolition
waste. There is now nothing to stop the widening of the
A8 to be widened to six lanes and enable construction of
the parallel high-speed Wendlingen-to-Ulm railway link.
Deutsche Bahn Projekt Stuttgart–Ulm spokesman
Jörg Hamann said that the meticulously planned civil
engineering was a logistical masterpiece. Demolition of
the bridge, including all ancillary tasks, was scheduled
to be completed within just 14h and contractor Fischer
Weilheim finished the task well within the given time
frame. They used eight Caterpillar excavators weighing
up to 50t equipped with several Atlas Copco grippers,
breakers and concrete pulverisers to remove the 1,500t
Blaubeurer Weg 64m long and 6m wide reinforced
concrete bridge.
“Such structures would have been dynamited in
the past,” said Fischer Weilheim chief executive Joachim
Schmid. “Today’s excavators and their attachments
are so effective that such a demolition project can be
completed in next to no time. This was a construction
job where coming back to finish the task the next day
was not an option.”
Tasks were completed in quick succession. As soon
as roads were blocked off, workers dismantled the crash

barriers and central reservations and laid down fabric
and gravel to protect the road surface. Next, the bridge
railings were removed followed by the solid concrete
sections and the entire superstructure.
Even if the technical procedure for bridge demolition is broadly similar every time, Schmid affirms that
each project has its own special character, as each bridge
is a unique piece. This bridge spanning the A8 did not
have a central support. As a result, excavators could
not operate from the deck, but from ground level. It
was therefore all the more important that attachments

could be applied exactly where they were needed using
precisely the right amount of force.
As well as grippers and breakers used to dismantle
the bridge, a HM 2000 Hydro Magnet was used to
separate scrap metal from other demolition waste.
With bridge removal complete, the Deutsche Bahn
project company has started on the construction of a
new overpass across the A8 with an overall length of
around 87m and a height of up to 6.4m. Costing around
€600,000 the replacement structure should be finished
by January 2017.
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Specialist in high reach dem
A small Dutch company STC
based in Coevorden modifies
standard excavators for high
reach demolition applications.
Mikael Karlsson reports.
“My father started the business in the early years of 2000.
At that time we were producing mostly buckets and
later modifying booms and sticks,” says STC manager
Tristian Swanink. “Since then we have invested in a new
production plant with a small group of professional
people and have steadily increased our work force from
four to 45, mostly local people from Coevorden. Now
we mainly modify excavators from top to bottom for
demolition and long reach purposes. Over the last two
and a half years we have built more less some 20 units
and our order books are full until April-May next year.”
The modifications mainly focus on of chassis, cabins, booms, undercarriage, new fronts for demolition
and counter weights. The company can modify most
brands of excavators with lots of standard procedures and
components and all in accordance to CE regulations.
More than 90% of the machines are exported to
countries like Turkey, France, Switzerland, Germany
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STC manager Tristian Swanink.

molition excavators
and Norway. They often go to sites with tough working conditions where the machines have to prove their
worth and quality.
STC recently presented the first of a new series of 52t
Cat336 ultra high demolition excavators bound for the
Caterpillar dealer in Norway Pont. This is part of an order
from Norway for five Cat336s where two machines have
been equipped with UHD booms with a maximum working height of 17.5m, while three machines are standard versions. “However, all the excavators can use and be equipped
with the UHD boom in just a few hours,” said Swanink.
Successively, STC has improved and standardised
the modification methods and components with major

excavator brands like Caterpillar, Hitachi, Doosan, and
Hyundai. The company also try to use standard components as much as possible to facilitate the service and
maintenance of all machines by STC’s exclusive dealers
around the world.
“We can see that the big growth potential for us is
with our standardised demolition and long reach 35t to
50t machines,” said Swanink. “However, we also see that
there is a demand for larger machines in the future. So
we are developing our own brand of a 200t demolition
excavator with a reach of 62m with a non-telescopic
boom and a capacity to work with a 3.5 t tool and will
be presented sometime in 2016.”

STC use experienced local welders that guarantee reinforcement of the machines is done to the best quality.

STC has improved and standardised the modification methods and components with major excavator
brands like Caterpillar, Hitachi, Doosan and Hyundai.

All machines to be modified by STC
arrive as complete standard excavators from the manufacturer and are
dismantled in one working day.

This is an order from Norway for five
Cat336s where two machines have been
equipped with UHD booms with a.working
height of 17.5m while three machines are
standard versions.

Two of the Cat336 excavators for Norway have been equipped with UHD
booms with a working height of 17.5m and a pin height of 21m. However,
all five excavators can be equipped with the UHD boom in a few hours.
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Terex Finlay’s new crushers and screens
Crushing and screening equipment manufacturer
Terex Finlay used a customer open day in September to introduce new models. These included the
J-1960 and J-1170AS Jaw Crushers, C-1545 Cone
Crusher, 873 Heavy Duty Screen and 693+ Spaleck
inclined screener. In addition two prototype crushers, the I-140 impact crusher and C-1540S cone
crusher, were previewed to customers at the event.

Rockster dealer day
The Austrian crushing and screening plant manufacturer Rockster Recycler recently staged an open
day for its international dealers at its Ennsdorf
factory to coincide with the company’s 10th anniversary.
Rockster Recycler chief executive Wolfgang
Kormann opened the event, talking about the development of the company. Sales manager Norbert
Feichtinger followed informing his audience of the
Rockster advantages, new sales support tools and
news in machine development. The implementation
of customer requirements was illustrated by the
technicians Manuel Hölzl and Thomas Atteneder
with examples such as the unique hybrid impact
crusher R1100DE and the screenbox RS114. At the
end of the first session, experiences were exchanged
in workshops and suggestions for improvement
were discussed.
A live demonstration of the Rockster R1100DS
followed, highlighting existing Rockster benefits,
like the hydrostatic drive, the easy handling and
good accessibility with new features such as continuous, fully hydraulic gap adjustment or automatic
and continuous control of the conveying speed. The
machine is also equipped with a screening system
with double-functional return/stockpile belt. The
return belt can also be used as a stockpile conveyor
with a discharge height of approximately 4m. The
R1100DS can be delivered in accordance with the
latest emissions standards and can be transported
without dismantling the screening system.
“We appreciate the commitment and dedication of every Rockster dealer,” said Kormann. “We
wanted to show that we are already a strong and
very international community. The day was a good
mix of knowledge and value transfer, networking
and fun. The feedback from our partners is more
than positive and the motivation is really noticeable.
We are proud of our constant development and
are looking forward to new international family
members.”
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FIRST ROCKSTER CRUSHER IN THE NETHERLANDS
Dutch contractor Grondverzetbedrijf purchased a
Rockster R1100DS impact crusher earlier this year from
dealer Ophof Recycling with the aim of considerably
boosting production. The purchase of the first Rockster
R1100DS crusher in Holland followed demonstrations
in Austria and visits to existing Rockster customers.
“I have a longstanding customer relationship with
Grondverzetbedrijf ’s owner Bert van den Brink,” said
Ophof Recycling director Gerrit Ophof. “He is open
for new ideas and has an excellent sense of the market
and his business. He knows the crusher industry very
well and has already tested equipment from different
producers. Since there were no Rockster crushers in
Holland, we went to Austrian customers to see the plants
in operation and test them.”
Almost all operations with crushing plants are calculated on cost/t of final material, therefore the optional
weighing system was essential for Grondverzetbedrijf.
The majority of their jobs are handling demolition waste

and is important to easily move the plant from site to
site. Thanks to its compact size and weight the crusher,
including screen box and return belt, can be transported
on a semi-trailer without permits.
A main reason for choosing a Rockster crusher
was the ease of use and the good accessibility, so any
maintenance work can to be carried out quickly. “The
hydraulic drive, the continuously variable rotor speed
and the sophisticated screening system convinced me
immediately,” said Van den Brink. “I can therefore
adjust the quality of the final grain to my customer’s
requirements very accurately. The machine also features an innovative main belt wear protection, which
guarantees the durability of the belt. We were able to
immediately operate after delivery, producing about
140t/h of 650mm to 0-31.5mm.”
As the Dutch government requires the possibility to
control the location and use of a construction machine at all
times, the R1100DS had to be equipped with a GPS device.

Red Rhino’s new crusher
Red Rhino, the British manufacturer of mini crushers,
has added the Red Rhino 7000 crusher to its extensive
range. The new machine is fitted with a low emission
Deutz 2.9TCD, four cylinder, turbocharged common
rail, water-cooled, diesel engine meeting European
Stage IIIB and North American Tier 4 emission
requirements. It also complies with the low emission
requirements that are demanded on urban contracts.
In addition to the vastly reduced emissions, the
7000 has other features, such as low running costs,
low fuel consumption and a large fuel tank. The 7000
features a new control system, improved scavenged
air filtration, high and low speed tracking, automatic
control for preheat when starting from cold and
improved condition monitoring.
Red Rhino’s success is built on saving money
for its customers by crushing on-site, eliminating
expensive transport costs, tipping charges, tax levies
and replacement material costs. On site crushing is
environmentally beneficial, as crushed material can
be reused on-site saving vehicle movements, reducing
exhaust and dust emissions.

Crushers are available from the Red Rhino range
to suit all budgets and are easily transported on the
road. They can be supplied on tracks, some small
enough to pass through doorways, while others can
be skid steer or tractor mounted with the option of
hydraulic or electric drives.
The new 7000 has remote control for tracking,
conveyor and feeder control, as well as remote crusher
hydraulic setting adjustment. The crusher rotation
can also be reversed using the remote control.
These crusher controls enable operators to clear
blockages without leaving their excavator cabs. All
controls, apart from tracking, are duplicated on the
control panel on the plant.

GIANT LAUNCH IN BELGIUM

The Belgian company Keestrack unveiled the new 43.5t
Giant diesel electric drive screen at the recent Matexpo
Trade show. Available with hopper or infeed belt, it has
a capacity up to 600t/h from its 6m x 2m double screen
box, which has a screening area of 12m2 on every deck.
An optional Binder BIVITEC flip flow screen box is available for sticky or wet materials in every desired fraction.
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Also on display was the Destroyer 1313 ECO-EP+,
a diesel / electric driven impact crusher with external
electricity connection and after screen with closed
circuit. This was complemented by the Destroyer 1011
impact crusher with after screen and return conveyor,
the De Argo jaw crusher and the Stacker 10-23 track
mobile stockpiler.

29-30 september 2016
InfraCity, Stockholm

In co-operation with the Swedish Construction Federation

Gold Sponsor of DEMCON 2016

www.demcon.se

FLOOR SAWING
INDUSTRY
tight-lipped before
the big show
With Bauma looming over the horizon, manufacturers tend to be secretive, saving their product
announcements for the biggest trade show in
the business. However, PDi managed to gain an
insight into some of the developments in the
floor sawing industry. Andrei Bushmarin reports.
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LISSMAC’S new floor saw
with hydraulic extension unit
The new Multicut 800 floor saw from Germany-based Lissmac features a hydraulic extension
unit that provides a wide wheelbase and machine stability. This solution allows operators to use
blades of larger diameters, which was previously problematic. The hydrostatic gearbox ensures
precise feeding while the feed lever can be changed for clockwise or counter clockwise cuts.
Powered by a 44kW water-cooled four-cylinder Kubota turbo diesel engine, the machine operates in two speed modes of 1,550revs/min and 950revs.min. When equipped
with a 800mm saw blade, the Multicut 800 achieves a cutting depth of 315mm. However,
with the aid of optional tools the new floor saw has a cutting depth of up to 515mm.
The Multicut 800 is controlled by a manually operated steering wheel mounted
on the front of the saw. It comes in two versions, the basic Multicut 800 G with the
gearbox, and one with a hydraulic suction interface designated Multicut 800 GH.
The gearbox has clockwise, counter clockwise and neutral settings. Rapid V-belt
exchange makes possible the changeover to a second rotation speed. Optional shaft
speed kits of 2,500/1,550revs/min, different size saw blade guards, with or without
suction mechanisms, along with other accessories, are available for this model.

www.lissmac.com

SEPT TOOLS has a
“Taupe” to dig into international market
The rookie French player in the international market, Sept Tools, continues to carve
a niche for itself with a range of environmentally friendly machines powered by
brushless motors. The most recent addition is a walk-behind crack chaser called Taupe
(a mole in English). It comes equipped with a 230V single-phase motor with the
rotation speed varying from 2,800revs/min to 4,800revs/min. Due to the brushless
technology, the motor is extremely durable and requires almost no maintenance.
Weighing 7kg, the chaser is primarily intended for indoor applications and can
be easily transported to sites in a small car. Accommodating blades of up to 200mm in
diameter, it has a maximum cutting depth of 38mm. Thanks to an integrated suction
system, the Taupe boasts class protection IP64, which guarantees dust-free operation.

www.sept-tools.com

DUS offers robust and
reliable model for budget-conscious users
Another entrant to the European concrete sawing and drilling industry the Finnish
company Dus is about to enter the market with its budget walk-behind floor saw.
According to the manufacturer, the Dus FS 270 floor saw offers the same performance and reliability than rivalling European brands, but is 1.5 to 2 times cheaper.
Powered by a 7.5kW motor, the machine accommodates 700mm and 800mm
diameter blades and has a maximum cutting depth of 270mm and 320mm respectively. Featuring a module construction, it can be dismantled in three parts, each
weighing less than 40kg, in about 5min. The blade guard, which consists of two
parts, can be mounted on either side of the machine.

www.dus.fi
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Rimini is an ideal place to hold an exhibition dedicated
to green technologies. This seaside resort has sun, water,
breeze and trees in abundance. Even in November, when
the four-day exhibition is usually held, Rimini still retains its charm, attracting many tourists and shoppers.
However, for most of its guests Ecomondo is the real
reason to be there in this low season.

Ever more international
From the outset, Ecomondo has been aiming to be an
international rather than a domestic exhibition. Now
the efforts that Rimini Fiera’s Foreign Marketing Department led by Roberta Masini have invested in promoting
Ecomondo overseas are bearing fruit. There has been a
significant growth in the number of foreign exhibitors and
visitors. Ecomondo’s current reach ranges from Europe
to Latin America to China to Iran and to Stan countries
and Russia. Over the four days 103,514 visitors, a 1.68%
increase on 2014, attended the show where 1,200 companies showcased their latest products in waste recycling,
water reclamation and energy recuperation technologies.

A bit light on the demolition side
The demolition industry was represented by a slightly
lower number of companies this time with some, such as
Trevi Benne, conspicuously absent. The Italian company,
which is now in the process of rebranding, is focusing on
promoting its products at Bauma next year. Bauma is the
main reason for the decline in the number of demolition
related exhibitors at Ecomondo. Understandably, manufacturers want to save money and, more importantly,
their product announcements for the biggest event in the
construction industry. However, most of the Ecomondo
demolition regulars were present.
Mantovanibenne occupied its usual position in
hall C3, with its Eagle scrap shears dominating their
exhibit. On the other side of the hall, Brescia-based
attachment manufacturers LGR Demolition and
Euromec showed their scrap shears, orange peel grabs
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Ecomondo raises
international profile
Ecomondo - an annual trade show dedicated to waste recycling
and environmental technologies - was held again in Rimini in early
November. A well-established event in Italy (this year saw its 19th
edition), Ecomondo is now becoming increasingly international –
the result of hard work that its foreign marketing department has
been putting in over the years. Andrei Bushmarin reports.

and magnets painted in eye-catching colours. Another
company from Brescia, Zanetti Magneti, which had
been primarily known for its electromagnets, revealed
a range of demolition attachments from crushers, fixed
and rotating pulverisers and scrap shears.

VTN heats up competition in mobile recycling
Italy is one of the world’s trendsetters in crushing and
screening bucket technology, and companies like MB
Crusher and Simex are staple figures at Ecomondo. This
year the highlights of the MB Crusher booth included the
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MB-L120 crusher bucket for skid loaders, the screening
bucket MB-S14 for medium-sized machines and the
MB-G600 continuous rotation grapple.
VTN Europe’s stand also displayed screening and
crushing buckets. Despite VTN only recently entering
this segment, it already has a full range of products.
These included the FB300HD crusher bucket, featuring the plow-bolt inner anti-wear plates and the new
DSG25 screening bucket for recycling of wet and
sticky or polluted materials. Also new was the RP2000
rail cutter specifically designed to break railway tracks.

From left: Roberta Masini Foreign Marketing Dpt.
Coordinator, Ilaria Messori Foreign Marketing Dpt.
Assistant, Stefania Balzi Foreign Marketing Dpt.
Assistant and Ambra Bilancioni Foreign Marketing
Dpt. Assistant.

On the larger end of recycling equipment primary
and secondary shredders from Germany-based Hammel
attracted a lot of attention, with a steady flow of visitors
coming to the booth throughout the show.

Dust and odour under control
The dust and odour control industry was represented
at Ecomondo by WLP and Leotech. An Ecomondo
veteran, Trento-based WLP used the exhibition to showcase its cannons from the new Demolitor range, along
with one of its biggest models the WLP 700, boasting
a spraying distance of up to 70m.
Leotech, also from Trento, is a young company
offering a wide range of mobile and stationary dust
suppression systems. The highlight of Leotech’s booth
was Motofog, a mobile dust suppression machine with
an internal combustion engine driving a high-pressure
pump. The water is sent to the rotating nozzle holder
head, which can be positioned at a required height
manually or electrically. Available either with a diesel
or electric motor, Motofog is a versatile dust suppres-

sion system, which represents a viable alternative to
conventional water cannons.

www.ecomondo.com
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Hilti eases diamond coring
Hilti has introduced the DD AF-CA Autofeed unit with
Cut Assist technology for the DD 350-CA and DD
500-CA coring systems featuring HI Drive.
Diamond coring is now easier than ever with the
new Hilti DD AF-CA Autofeed unit with Cut Assist
technology. Featuring intuitive operation and a fault
diagnostic system, Cut Assist provides full control of
the task. Attached to either the Hilti DD 350-CA or
the Hilti DD 500-CA diamond coring system with HI
Drive, Hilti claims users can experience unmatched productivity, versatility and performance when drilling small
or big diameters or coring through reinforced concrete.
Cut Assist allows users to complete time-consuming tasks at a safe distance while the tool takes on a
variety of applications on its own. Cut Assist’s smart
technology communicates directly with the DD 350CA or DD 500-CA. With a single push button, DD
AF-CA detects the surface and moves the core bit to
the base material. Water is automatically switched on
and off during the entire coring process, while a hole
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starting function ensures smooth coring. A built-in
‘iron boost’ feature provides the added power necessary
when rebar is detected and instantly adjusts the contact
pressure to deliver consistent performance in tough
conditions. When the through-hole is reached, Cut
Assist automatically stops the motor and water flow
and retracts the core bit.
The DD 350-CA and DD 500-CA coring machines are equipped with Hilti HI Drive systems. These
feature a brushless 1000Hz high-frequency motor and
10 electronic gears, which transfers constant power over
the entire diameter range delivering optimum combination of rotation speed and torque. HI Drive electronic
power steering protects the tool from premature overheating and potential damage, while its built-in ‘iron
boost’ function provides the added torque necessary
for coring through rebar. The DD 350-CA and DD
500-CA’s Autofeed Unit instantly adjusts the contact
pressure to ensure consistent performance providing
fully-automated drilling.
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CSDA-ST-115 a hit at trade show
In the US the spotlight shone brightly on the
Concrete Sawing and Drilling Association
during this year’s Construct show. The CSDA
marked its debut appearance by educating
the specifier community on its industry
Standard CSDA-ST-115 and promoting its
skilled membership.
CSDA exhibited at Construct, held this
year in St. Louis, Missouri, for the first time
and the event was a resounding success
for the association. The CSDA sponsored
and participated in panel discussions at the
show’s Praxis: Take Back Design Intent event,
while exhibiting to architects, engineers and
other industry specifiers.
Construct is the only national event
dedicated to the institutional, industrial and
commercial building industry. Involvement
with the show presented CSDA with a unique
opportunity to showcase CSDA-ST-115 Mea-

suring Concrete Micro Surface Texture and
talk to specifiers about why this Standard
is being employed by a growing number of
their peers.
“Certification continues to be a big deal
for specifiers within the new construction
market and for those working on renovation
projects. Many have grown tired of jobs
needing extra work and incurring additional
costs because there are no benchmarks
in place,” said CSDA polishing committee
chairman Christopher Bennett. “They want
certified contractors to complete work to a
quantifiable level. This is why CSDA-ST-115
has had such an impact. Unlike other
Standards before it, which can be rather
subjective in terms of finish points, this one
provides specifiers with results that are truly
measurable.”
During the Praxis event, Bennett joined

Kirby Davis of Laticrete, Bill DuBois of Gensler,
CSDA executive director Patrick O’Brien and
Chris Wolf of the National Ready Mixed
Concrete Association to talk about how specifiers can regain control of concrete system
design. Discussion was based on quantifying
measurements and creating accountability
through craftsmanship. Specifiers, designers and contractors were able to interact
with sample slabs and were challenged by
interactive displays.
“Construct proved to be a success for
CSDA,” said O’Brien. “We were able to talk
face-to-face with specifiers about our industry standards and certifications, with many
showing great interest in CSDA-ST-115 and
its certification programme. The association
has raised its profile further with the specifier
community and has now become a leader in
surface texture grade measurement.”

Around the World with CSDA
The Concrete Sawing and Drilling Association has chosen a speaker who has seen the
world from a different perspective to provide
delegates with a keynote presentation during
the association’s 44th Annual CSDA Convention & Tech Fair, to be held on 8 – 12 March
2016 at the JW Marriott Desert Springs Resort
& Spa in Palm Desert, California.
Dick Rutan made history in December
1986 after completing a nine day, three
minute and forty-four second non-stop and
non-refueled flight around the world, setting
records that currently remain unchallenged.
He was awarded the Presidential Citizen’s
Medal of Honor by President Ronald Reagan
four days after the epic landing and has
since been inducted into the National Aviation Hall of Fame. Before his record-setting
flight, Rutan flew 325 missions during the
Vietnam War, 105 of them as a member of the
Super Sabre Forward Air Control, a high-risk
operation commonly known as the MISTY’s.
Before retiring from the Air Force in 1978, Lt.
Col. Rutan was awarded the Silver Star, five
Distinguished Flying Crosses, 16 Air Medals
and a Purple Heart.

Rutan’s presentation about his career in
the Air Force, around-the-world flights, being
stranded on the North Pole and other adventures will keep CSDA Convention delegates
on the edge of their seats and emphasize
the power of dreams, dedication, desire and
determination.
During the rest of the convention, delegates will be able to choose from a range
of business sessions and networking events
specifically chosen to educate and entertain.
In addition, the association’s Tech Fair will
give company owners and decision-makers
the chance to meet manufacturers and service
providers face-to-face in an intimate setting
not achievable during large trade shows.
The JW Marriott Desert Springs Resort &
Spa is the ideal convention venue and has
something for everyone. It offers the utmost
in luxury and relaxation, including a stately
lobby complete with cascading waterfalls
and meandering waterways, six restaurants,
two championship golf courses and spacious
guest rooms appointed with high-tech amenities and elegant decor.
The CSDA Annual Convention is attended

Dick Rutan.
by owners, managers and operators from
concrete cutting, polishing and imaging
companies, as well as representatives from
manufacturers and distributors who support
the industry with products and services.
Anyone who falls into these categories should
join CSDA for this flagship event. Registration
has opened.
For more information visit www.csda.
org/convention, +1-727-577-5004 or email
info@csda.org.

Read more
news and
reports at:

www.pdworld.com
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WJTA-IMCA conference success
The WaterJet Technology Association-Industrial
& Municipal Cleaning Association welcomed
1,075 delegates representing 30 countries to
the 2015 WJTA-IMCA Conference and Expo
held 2 – 4 November, at the Morial Convention Centre in New Orleans, US. There were
91 exhibiting companies displaying waterjet
and industrial cleaning supplies, equipment,
systems and services, industrial vacuum trucks
and hydro-excavators, and related services. The
2015 exhibits showed particular growth in
hydro-vac trucks and contractors showcasing
their equipment and services.
The pre-conference workshop, Waterjet
Technology: Basics and Beyond, was held on
2 November. The course covered the history of
waterjet technology, fundamentals, applications, equipment, UHP and abrasive cutting
applications, and safety. The educational
boot camp sessions covered the power of
industrial vacuums, pressure loss in waterjet
systems, hands-free hydro-excavation, a training programme for entry level waterblasters,
waterblast nozzle selection, static electricity
in Hazloc vacuuming operations, and robotics
in hydrodemolition.
Users and automation developers discussed how the design and application of
automated high-pressure waterjet cleaning
equipment has improved safety, productivity
and the quality of industrial cleaning during
a panel discussion. Panelists included Evans
Barber, Dow Chemical Company, Rodney
Branham, BASF Corporation, Dana D. Moore,
E.I. DuPont, Roger Raney, HydroChem, Joost
Ballieux, Peinemann Equipment and Rawlin
Brown, StoneAge. The panel discussion was
moderated by Kerry Siggins, StoneAge.
Live demonstrations included surface
preparation, industrial vacuuming, robotically controlled shot gunning systems, heat
exchanger and tube cleaning, waterjet
cleaning, advanced controls and new pumps.
Some of the world’s leading engineers
and researchers shared the latest technological developments during paper presentations.
Topics covered abrasive jet applications,
material removal and the environment, jet
forces and cut surfaces, drilling and mining,
efficiency enhancement and cleaning and
blasting.
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